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The Murray Ledger & Times




U. S. Highway 641, the major north-
south artery through Murray; no longer
ends ineParis, Tn., due to a designation
change approved by the American
Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials (ASHT01.
Tennessee Highway 89, which goes
south from Paris through Camden, Tn.,
and links with Interstate_ 40 near
Holladay, will in the future be known -s
U.S. Highway 641.
The,designation as a federal highway
will not mean increased revenue for the
road but it will change the road's ap-
pearance on highway maps.
Instead of being listed as a state
route, it will appear as a major federal
artery thereby drawing tourist traffic
from north to south and from south to
north. U. S. 641 begins in, Evansville,
And., and it will now be recognized as
the shortest, best route from that area
to Interstate 40.
The change in designation coupled
with the completion of four-laning
between Murray and Benton should
result in an increase in tourist travel
through Murray with many tourist
possibly choosing Murray a:. a stopover
. point in their journey.
A West Tenressee organization, the
Highway 641 Association, has been





Dr. Jane Wells of Murray has been
appointed as one of nine members to
the State Board of Proprietary
Education, a new body established to
regulate private business and trade
schools, by Gov. Julian Carroll.
The board replaces the former state
Board of Business Schools and also
assumes jurisdiction from the state
Board of Education over other
privately owned vocational and
correspondence schools.
Dr. Wells was appointed for four
years to represent the public at large
along with Mrs. Dorcas James, Dr.
Marvin Dodson, and Nat Sanders,
Louisville, and Mrs. Ann Chapman,
Lexington. Also named were Joseph E.
Hum of Lexington and Glen Dexter,
Paducah, representing independent
business schools, and Noble Ayer,
Owensboro, and A. R. Sullivan,
Louisville, both representing privately
owned schools.
The board is empowered to license
and regulate private business schools
under the new law which provides
penalties of up to six months in jail for
fraudulent misrepresentation and other
offenses.
Chance of Rain
Chance of rain through Thursday.
Lows tonight in the low 70s. Highs
Wednesday in the upper 80s. Winds
southerly to 15 mph. Chance of rain 30
per cent tonight and 50 per cent Wed-
nesday.
15 Per Copy One Section - 10 Pages
ACCREDITATION TEAM — Dr. Donald Hughes of Murray assists Dr. Wiliam R. Dalziel in inspecting some of the
facilities at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Dr. Dalziel is a member of the Joint Commission On Ac-
creditation of Hospitals team which is inspecting the local hospital. The inspection will be concluded today and a
summary report delivered by the team. The survey is a voluntary inspection every two years to measure the local
hospital against the commission's standards to assure the hospital and the cornmunity of rigid standards being com-
plied with at the local facility, according to Stuart Poston, local administrator. Staff Photo by David
Book-Telling Story Of Bruce
Garland To Be Published Soon
By DAVID HILL
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
W. R. Morris' latest book, "The King
of the Moonshiners, from Golden
Pond," will be at the printers in Sep-
tember, the author said today.
The book is the life story of a local
man, Bruce Garland, an should be on
the bookshelves sometime this fall.
Morris, the author of "The Twelfth of
August," the story of Tennessee's
famous sheriff Buford Pusser, said he
New Column, 'Echoes From The
Past,' To Begin This Saturday
Starting this Saturtley, the Murray
Ledger & Times %wilrbe presenting a
\new weekly column td its readers.
Entitled "Echoes from 
he\ 
est," it will
be written by Judith 
rs
i Ann upin. This
column will be histori al and
genealogical, featuring Idstorical
anecdotes and stories from the past; as
well as family history notes. Readeks
are encouraged to make queries to the
column, and to suggest tdpics whittrare
of local inierest.
Judy is the author of two Oinks,
"Land Between the Lakes Cemetery
Records" and "The Kentucky Lake
Cemetery Relocation Project." She
also had an article entitled "The
Spanish Influenza Epidemic of 1918"
published in the Jackson Purchase
Historical Journal last year. Judy is
secretary to Dr. Bernard Segal, at the
Psychological Center, Murray State
University.
Newspaper work is not new to Judy.
She wrote, edited, and delivered her
own neighborhood paper, dl sub-
scribers) when she was 10-years-old.
While in high school, she worked on the
school newspaper her junior and senior
year, a responsibility normally only
allowed during the senioricar. She also
worked for the local paper in her home,
Danville, Ind. writing a column during
the summertout the aclivities at the
local pliIk—and writing about sports
during the school year. While in college
• Judith Ann Maapin
at butler University, she had several
pieces published in the university
magazine, including a short story and
some poetry.
Judy is married to Jerry Maupin and
is the mother of two girls, Virginia and
Shannon. She is presently working on
another book of cemetery records, as
well as continuing her long-term
research project, a biographical
history of the people who lived in the
area now known as Land Between the
Lakes.
Readers are invited to look for
"Echoes from the Past" each Satur-
day, beginning July 31, on the Opinion
Page of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Lions Donate Transfuser To Hospital
. When a patient with a bleeding ulcer
is taken to surgery, the surgeon usually
anticipates that this patient may
possibly lose 10 to 15 units of blood and
will need an equal number of units of
donor blood transfused
Tommy Shirley,\president of the Murray lions Club, (second from right)
presented the autistransfuser to Murray-Calloway Chunty Hospital Shown,
with Shirley are (L "to R.), Dr. Hal Houston, Dr. C. C. Lowry, Dr. Rodolfo
Capote, anesthesiologist, and Stuart Poston, administrator. The autotran- •
%fuser will be used to i'ecyde a patient's blood during surgery. Dr. Capote
will be primarily responsible for the operation of the autotransfuser.
•
Now however, a new piece of
equipment purchased by the Lions Club
for the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital enables surgery that once
required the transfusion of several
units of donor blood to be performed
*using only a minimum of blood from the
Blood Bank. The autotransf user allows
the anesthesiologist to collect the blood
from the surgical site by means of a
suction device and return it to the
patient.
Use of the autotransfuser makes
transfusion safer and less expensive for
the Patient. In the past when a patient
had a transfusion he was given donor
blood that had been stored in the Blood
Bank. The chief dangers of transfusion
are transfusion reaction and tran-
sfusion hepatitis. The autotransfuser
eliminates the problems inherent in
transfusion, particularly the dangers of
transfusion reaction and transfusion
hepatitis, a spokesman said.
Transfusion is also less expensive for
the patient when the autotransfuser is
used especially when large amounts of
blood are needed, as in vascular
surgery, the spokesman said. Many
insurance plans do not cover the cost of
blood, however most insurance plans
will cover the fee for the use of the
autotransfuser. the spokesman added
expects the Garland story to be much
more colorful and popular than the
Walking Tall legend he immortalized in
Pusser.
"Even the most law-abiding person is__
fascinated by the moonshiner," Morris
said. "I have thoroughly enjoyed
writing the book, it moves well, and
slvuld be even more colorful than the
r story."
Iorris called the Garland stay "A
.1-der's dream. Bruce is so hosed with
.71e; Pusser was right the Opposite.
3ruce tells it all just like it was, and
doesn't try to hide anything."
Morris pulled a few , highlights from
his upcoming bockl on Garland, and
released a preview of the work ex-
clusivery here:
"Bruce Garland launched his
moonshining career in the Golden
Pond, Kentucky area when he was only
16 years old. His profession, however,
landed him in five different Federal
penitentiaries.
"The pen wasn't bad. I had a good
time laying around. . . it was like a
summer resort. It wasn't rough at all."
Garland said.
The Federal Government attempted
to collect more than $25,000 in taxes on
the illegal whiskey Bruce Garland had
'produced.





















FRANKFORT, Ky. PA) — An ab.
tempt to set up an orderly method of
determining college tuition rates has
hit a snag in the state Council on Public
Higher Education. •
A financial affairs committee
Monday deferred any action until it
gets more specific information to back
up the proposals.
The thrust of the plan was to form a
"rationale" for tuition fees, which now
vary widely without any particular
rhyme or reason.
But most comments from the six-
member committee were critical.
Eastern Kentucky University
President Robert Martin said "no one is
dissatisfied witit the present system"
and he sees no reason to change it.
He said the plan "runs counter to
good management," would cost more
money to administer and would keep
students in college longer.
The latter contention was in
reference to one phase whict would
hinge. tuition costs to the number of
hours taken per semester.
University of Kentucky President
Otis Singletary said he was uneasy
about the proposals unless more data is
available to.support them.
Ed Prichard of Frankfort, the
committee head, said his main interest
was in arranging the lowest tuition
possible.
__ If anything, he added, the proposals
Would increase such costs.
The council staff noted that five
states have published rationales for
establishing tuition.
It said all five set undergraduate
tuition levels at 25 per cent of in-
structioncl costs. This is estimated at
Calloway High Band
To Begin Practice
The Calloway County }ugh School
Laker Band will hold rehearsals for all
members involved in the field show on
Tuesday, August 3, and Thursday,-
August 5, from 7:00 to 9:00 p m. in the
school band room.
Terry Goodwin, band director, has
announced that the band camp will be
held at the high school August 9-13 from
8:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m.
.• perhaps 5 per cent more than Kentucky
students now pay.
The council said four of the states
establish out-of-state undergfaduate
tuition levelfit-100 per gent of in-
structional cost.
And it said all states charge higher
tuition for graduate and profe.sional
students.
Then the staff report outlined in
brocd terms what it believes should
prevail in Kentucky— such as
establishing tuition on a per student
eredit hour basis.
It called for separate groupings for
the University of Kentucky main
campus, the University of Louisville
and regional state universities, and the
community colleges.
But it said the institutions should be
free to set up various student service






Special guests for the open house at
the Calloway County Public Library
tonight Tuesday) from 7:00 to 9:00
p m. will be Kentucky Author Jesse
Stuart and Kentucky Poet Lee Pen-
nington.
The open house is being 'Lield in honor
of the newly expanded library facilities
located at .710 Main Street,. Murray.
The ten months' long expansion and
renovation project has just been
completed with funding from state and
local revenue.
Stuart and Pennington will present a
special program from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Other _special guests will include
Children's Author Blossom Budney
Tressalt, Kentucky Writer Harriet
Simpson Arnow, Retired Professor of
Journalism at Murray State Dr. L. J.
Hortin and Director of the Kentucky




As Largest In History
WASHINGTON (AP) — Although the federal government's budget deficit
for fiscal 1976 turned out to be $10.4 billion below early estimates, it was still
the largest in the nation's history, the government says.
The deficit for the year that ended June 30 turned out to be $65.6 billion, the
goyerrunent reported Monday. The smaller than expected deficit was due in
a large part to reduced outlays for defense ana to a reduction in interest
payments on the federal debt. ,
However, the deficit was still 50 per cent larger than the fiscal 1975 deficit
of $43.6 billion.
The estimated deficit for fiscal 1977, which begins October 1. is $47.5
billion.  1
-
RESTAURANT OWNERS — Members of the West Kentucky Chapter of the Kentucky Restaurant Association met
last night at the Brass lantern in Aurora. Back row, left to right, Paul Dailey, It., president of the area chapter Dick
• Thomas, P. I. Grumley, Frank Wagar, Bob Peak, Wayne Weber, president of the Kentucky Association; and Bob
White, Stall Photo by David HiN
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Your Individual Horoscope
FroAces Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 211, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars. -
• •ARIES
- (Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 gY844
.Good Melt influences
stimulate your skills and
aipabilities. You should feel
enthusiastic about the way
things go now. —
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
way. However, this day will re-
quire more attention to others'
methods and know-how.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Express your ideas and
opinions discreetly but firmly.
Don't leave stones unturned
which may have gems beneath.
A generally good day — if. you
cooperate.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A conservative and prudent
'Personal relationships under attitude will keep you from
sixne restrictions. Don't discuss going overboard through
secret plans with anyone, or misguided enthusiasm — a
you'll have reason for regret tendency now.
later.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21) mop'
ciimut
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
A' potentially ,fine day. unusual versaliliary and am-
Through sheer force of per-
sonality, you can break down
opposition and get what you
want.
CANCER
:-..(JUne 22 to July 231 ego
bitions which, unless careful,
can drive you almost to
ruthlessness at times. You love
pomp, ceremony and power,
and you are never happy unless
in the limelight. You have a
..Make a dry run for future .1. greet love ot art in all its forms;
reference in vital areas, but may successfully take up one or
with system and consistency,
not sporadically or in haste.
Shun needless argument.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 444a
Above average opportunities
indicated, but you may have to
seek out some for yourself. It
will be possible now to obtain
cooperation you could not get in
th. past.
VIRGO
Aug, 24 to Sept. 23)
Mostly favorable influences.






(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Lien
Skepticism ,?ould-defeat the
fully charged action this dig,
deserves. Believe in yourself
and in your goals — and keep
forging ahead.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nteelr'
Stellar influences now favor
novel pursuits, imaginative
revitalizing of 'all interests.
Display your talents in
marketable areas.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 360
Avoid being led astray by
those who are heedless of
consequences, careless of
responsibilities. You will face
more distractions than you
think, so keep up your guard.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
You rarely imitate, prefer-
ring to produce in your own
the other either as a vocation or
an avocation. But, if you incline
toward business as a career,
will ultimately reach the top
echelons of management and
organization, since your
acumen in this field is beyond
par. Your flair for the dramatic
makes you an outstanding








It's a good idea every once
in a while to check the tem-
perature in your refrigerator.
The ideal temperature for
keeping foods safely cold in it
is 40 degrees F. If the tem-
perature is set too low or the
gasket leaks, it is difficult to
keep milk, cream or yogurt at
an ideal cold and they may




If you're — having a great
year with tomatoes from the
garden, plan serving Tomato
Butter with peas, corn or
green beans. Cook 34 cup
peeled, chopped tomato until
tender. Add L2 cup, (1' stick)
butter and heat until it melts.

























Open House will be held at
the Calloway County Library
from seven to nine p.m. The
new facilities will be shown
and special guests will be in
attendance.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 OES Past Matrons and
Past Patrons Club Will have a
patio potluck supper at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jackson at 6:30 p.m. Call 753-
1770, June Crider, for in-
formation.
Tau Phi lambda Sorority,
WOW, will meet at six p.m. at
the pool of Loretta Jobs for a
swim party with Cynthia Hart
as cohostess.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
UFO "Un-Frightened
Observers," an evening of
stargazing, will meet at Silo
Overlook, Land Between the
Lakes, at eight p.m.
Outdoor concert by.' MSU
Summer Band, diredted by
Prof. Paul Shahan, will be at
six p.m. on the lawn behind
the library.
Wednesday, July 28
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Activities for Senior Citizens
at North 2nd Street Com-
munity Center will be at 1:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 by 11:30
a.m. for transportation.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at Murray'. Ccluntry
Club at noon with Mrs. Ronnie
Babb as chairman of the
hostesses.
Women of Oaks Country
Club will have a luncheon at
noon with Laura Parker and
Mable Rogers as chairmen of
the hostesses.
Handloom weavilig
workshop will be from 9:
a.m. to four p.m. at Empire
Farm, Land Between the
Lakes. Pre-register.
Color slide program on
Kentucky's Fishing Bonanza
will be at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at two
p.m.
Rangers and Rangerettes of
WOW: ages 8-15,' will go to
Mammoth Cave leaving the
Municipal Parking lot at 6:30
p.m. and returning at 9:30
a.m. Please take a jacket.
Thursday, July 29
Women's Tennis A Group of
Murray Country Club will not
play today.
Thursday, July 29
Faculty recital by David
Nelson, violin, Neale Mason,
violincello, and Thomas
Baker, piano, will be at 8:15
p.m. at the Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Annex, at 8:15 p.m.
Taxonomical Trivia, one
hour walk, will start at Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes at 9 :30 a.m.
Woodland Walk, one hour '
stroll along a quiet trail, will
start at the Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes, at
three p.m.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m.
Table games will be at one
p.m.
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have its regular potluck and
business meeting today in-
stead of first Thursday.
Twilight Golf will be at the
Murray Country Club at 6:45
p.m. with .Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Muehleman as chairmen.
"4 Friday, July 30
Shopping for Senior Citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for tran-
sportation.
Early Birds, 11/2 hour stroll
in search of birds, will start at
Center Station, Land Between.
theiskagi, at 7:30 a.m.
Special event on Soil Secrets
will start at Jenny Ridge
Picnic Area, Land Between
the Lakes, at two p.m.
Saturday, July 31
Color slide program on
-Our Feathered Friends" will
start at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at two
p.m.
Registration of Calloway
High Cheerleading Clinic for
August 2-5 will be at the rear
of Calloway School from nine
to eleven a.m.
Sunday, August 1
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish
of Dexter Route One will have
open house in c'elebration of
golden wedding anniversary
from two to four p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph
will be honored on their golden
wedding annivcrsary with an
open house at the !tome of
Mrs. Walter Baker, 1312 Wells
Boulevard, from two to 4:30
p.m.
Recital by Lisa MAight,
Owensboro, piano, will be
3:30 p.m. at Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU.
Mrs. Eugene Nance Hostess For
Meeting Of Harris Grove Club
The home of Mrs. Eugene lesson will be presented by
Nance was the scene of the Mrs. Herman Jones and Mrs.
last regular meeting of the Bill Wrather.
Harris Grove. Homemakers Landscape notes and a
Club with the president, Mrs. family life lesson were given
Carman D'Angelo presiding. by Mrs. Clifton Jones. A first
Mrs. Alfred Taylor gave the aid lesson and a sewing lesson
devotion followed by the roll were given by Mrs. D'Angelo,
call with club members an- Mrs. Jim Dixon, and Mrs.
swering with their favorite Jack Cavanaugh.
gardening hints. Mrs. Howard The club held a picnic on
Wendt, secretary-treasurer, Friday, July 16. • •
. gave her reports. The next meeting will be
A trip to Brandon Springs in Wednesday, September 8, at
the Land Between the Lakes one p.m. at the home of Mrs.
was planned. A flower making Marvin Parks.
Neil David Demaree Is Selected
For Scholarship, Dental School
Neil David Demaree, son of
Capt. and Mrs. Neil C.
Demaree, Charleston, S. C.,
and grandson of Mr. and Mrs.
C. C. Demaree of
Pleafureville and Mr. and
Mrs. Dwight Crisp of Murray,
Nell David Demaree
has been selected for a four
year Navy Dental Scholar-
ship.
Demaree will enter the
freshman class at the
University of North Carolina
School of Dentistry, Chapel
Hill, N. C., in August. He is a
recent graduate of Wofford
-College, Spartanburg, S. C.,
graduating Cum Laude with a
grade standing of 3.9. He was
elected into Phi Beta Kappa
and presented the outstanding
award in the Mathematics
Department.
His father graduated from
Murray State in 1949 and
graduated from the Univer-
sity of Louisville School of
Dentistry. He is now the
Commanding Officer of the
Naval Regional Dental
Center, Charleston, S. C., and
Is the Sixth Naval District
Dental Officer. His mother,
the former Ann Crisp,
graduated from Murray State
in 1950.
tit
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil -Parrish
;tr. and Mrs. Cecil Parrish of Dexter Route One will
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday,
August 1, with an open house at their home from two to four
p.m.
All friends and relptives are invited to call during the af-
ternoon.
The couple,, was married at Paducah on August 1, 1926, by Ga
R. Broadford. Mrs. Parrish, the former Lula Flood, is the
daughter of the late J. B. (Ben) and Pearl Futrell Flood. Mr.
Parrish is the son of the late Pink and Minnie Hunt Parrish.
Mr. and Mrs. Parrish have five children who are Mrs. Haf-
ford James of Murray, Mrs. James. Irvin of Palo, Ill., Mrs.
Jerry Darnall*of Hardin Route One, Mna. Howard Conner of
Dexter Route One, and Mrs. Eva Andrus of Hardin. They have
fifteen grandchildren and two great grandchildren.
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
If you are not earning at
least $23,000.00 you cannot
afford the average new home
today which, in the medium
price range is $39,000.00 to
$42,000.00. The medium family
income last year was
;13,600.00. Advisors today say
families should not purchase
more than one and one-half
times their annual income doe
to increased maintenance,
utilities and insurance. This
means that an average in-
come family is only able to
afford a house priced at
$20,400 . 90 ... based On the
$13,600.00 salary. — Mrs.
Juanita Amonett, Paducah.
+++
Values give meaning and
direction to life, and therefore,
are important. They are the
guideposts which help you
reach your goals. When values
are kept clearly in mind, you
are less apt to seek various
possible solutions because you
have something solid on which
to base your choices. When
your actions are in harmony
with your values, your self
respect grows, and con-
versely, your self esteem
suffers when your actions are
opposite to your basic values.
Your goals are determined by
your values. They are things
you hope to accomplish or to
achieve. Short-time goals may
be stepping stones to more
important long-time goals.
The family that decides which
goals are most important, and
then works toward them is the
family that is most likely to
get vAid it want tifirdr life.
Family members must plan
together for the things they
want to accomplish. — Sue
Fraser, Bardwell.
+++
Watch out for pickpockets
and thieves on your vacation.
If you forget that summer is
their busiest season, they may
soon fleece you of your cash
and be peddling your camera,
transistor radio and luggage.
Happy hunting grounds for
thieves are dimly-lit and
crowded parking lots, hotels,
motels and anywhere there
are lots Of people — airports,
bus stations and popular
tourist attractions. — Maxine
Griffin, Clintod.
+++
It's a temptation to put off
the messy job of defrosting
your freezer, but you pay for it
in loss of quality in your frozen
foods and extra stress on your
freezer. If frost has formed
more than 1/2 inch thick
around the opening, your
freezer needs defrosting. Now
is a good time to do it while
frozen food supply is low and
before the pace of this year's
food preservation chores
speeds up. Frost, actually
warms up the freezer, makes
it work harder, and cuts down
on its efficiency. — Mrs. Pat
curtsinger, Benton.
It's easier to clean house
with clean tools. Frequently
wash brooms, dust and string
mops, cloths, sponges and
brushes. Empty and clean
carpet sweeper as needed.
Empty vacuum cleaner bag
regularly and keep brushes
and attachments clean by
washing them in warm suds.
Avoid fire hazards by not
storing oily mops and cloths;
discard them after use. —
Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
+++
, In a day when it is more true
than ever before that
"knowledge is power" there is
no greater gift (outside of
We) we can give our children
than to help them keep alive
their sense of curiosity and
wonder. And we can nurture
and guide this into creative
ways of thinking about and
exploring the world about us.





New Providence Club Has Meet
And Luncheon At Holiday Inn
The Holiday Inn was the
' scene of the June meeting of
the New Providence
Homemakers Club with a
luncheon served at noon in the
dining room.
-Emergencies and First Aid
In The Home" was-the lesson
presented by Beth Falwell, R.
N. She stressed a necessity of
keeping control of one's self
and explained different types
of treatments to give an in-
jured person until a doctor
arrives.
Wanda Osbron directed the
recreation with Patsy Pittman
winning the game played.
The president, Karen
Housden, presided. Sylvia
Puckett read the scripture




Associated Press Food Editor
FAMILY DINNER
Braised Lamb Chops with




Skillet version of an old-time
dessert that takes advantage of
the short hothouse rhubarb sea-
son. _






1 teaspoon lemon juice
Rinse rhubarb and_cut cross-
wise inbY 1-inch pieces; there 
should be about 6 cups. In a 3-.
quart saucepan over moderate
heat bring to a boil all the in-
gredients; stir. Simmer, uncov-
ered, until tender — 3 to 5 min-
utes. Serve warm or chilled.
Makes 6 servings. ( The sugar
called for is a maximum
amount; you may reduce it by
44 cup if you like.)
* PERSONALS it
PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Cynthis Readel of Murray




If you have frozen butter
during sales and want to use
it, remove from freezer to
refrigerator 24 hours in ad-
vance.
answered the roll call by the
secretary, Patsy Pittman, by
giving gardening tips.
Other members present, not
already mentioned, were Opal
Shoemaker and 1)orval
Hendon. Guests were Tracie
and Melissa Housden and Jim
Puckett. -
The new club year will begin
on Tuesday, September 14, at
one p.m at the meeting at the









•Rings shown contain special
promotional quality diamonds
( MICHELSON'S





See Our Great Selection
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Bel-Air Center Open Til 8:00




By Abigail Van Buren
076 b, Chou.° T • .0,• me No. Svva Inc
DEAR ABBY: Your viewpoint and that of other
executives' wives on the subject Of husbands taking their
secretaries out to lunch would be appreciated The claim
that there's nothing "wrong" in it makes me bristle. I
disapprove, but am almost ashamed to sayo because I am
called absurd, insecure and just plain childish.
I am married to an executive and this is my problem. I
was formerly a secretary (pot hisl and never found
"business" to be the topic of conversation when my boss.*
invited me to lunch.
I wonder what the silent league-the secretaries'
husbands- have to say?
NOBODY'S FOOL
DEAR NOBODY'S: Lunching with one's boss is not in
itself morally wrong, but the attendant gossip can do much
harm. Circumstances. differ, however, awl one must
liansider,the boss, the secretary, the place and the frequency
of Such dates. And who's feeding whom what.
DEAR ABBY: I have a friend who is a wonderful person,
but my husband thinks her husband is a terrible bore.
This friend has had us to her home for dinner several
times, and I've been able to persuade my husband to go.
now he says, "No more!"
I have hat this couple for dinner, and although my
husband wasn't rude, he didn't urge them to stay longer
when they said, rather early and halfheartedly, "I think
we'd better be going."
Abby, I have entertained some of my husband's business
friends, many of whom are bores, but I don't complain. So is
it asking too much of him to do the same for me once in a
while?
Why should we wives do all the giving'?
EQUAL PARTNER
DEAR PARTNER: You shouldn't. And mitny don't.
Why don't you play "let's make a deal"? As an equal
partner, your husband should do as mut+ for you as you do
for him.
DEAR ABBY: The man signed DISGUSTED, who was
wondering how to signal a waitress in a restaurant, should
use a little common sense.
I've been a waitress for five years, and the first thing I do
is let the customer know my name. If the waitress doesn't
do this, the customer should ask. It saves a lot of confusion
when he needs something if he knows exactly who waited on
him.
I don't know any waitress who Lkes to be called "Hey,
Girlie." or have, someone whistle or snap his fingers to
summon her.
Thanks for hearing our side.
DEAR CS.: Not all waitresses want to be addressed by
their names. Some feel it is :..00 familiar. So unless the
waitress is wearing a name pin, or introduces herself, 1
recommend calling her either "Miss" or "Waitress."
For Abby's nett,- booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr..
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
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Army Private Winston Kent
Letterman, 19, son of Rev. and
Mrs. Stanley Letterman,
Route One, Clinton, was
assigned as a scout iu
Headquarters Troop, 3rd
Squadron, 12th Cavalry, of the
Third Armored Division in
Budingen, Germany, recently.
Letterman entered the
Army in June 1975 and
completed basic training at
Fort Knox. He is a 1975







Baby Girl Wyatt (mother
Peggy S.), Box 64, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Marvin D. Lightsey,
Hamlin, Mrs. Helen M.
Woods, 112 Allen St., Paris,
Tn., Robert Pruitt, Rt. 1,
Almo, Chris T. McGee, Ftt, 1-
Box 164, Clinton, Cindy F.
Garland, 800 N. 18th., Murray,
Thomas L. Armstrong, Rt, 7,
Murray, Mrs. Deborah Orr
and Baby Girl, Rt, 1, Hazel,
Mrs. Dolly W. Redick, 921 N.
180., Murray, Mrs. Janet E.
Hough, 1505 Kirkwood,
Murray, Cindy Johnson, Box
678, Murray, Ralph .E.
Ragsdale, Rt, 1, Almo, Trond
Sandvik, 3082 Univ. Sta.,
Murray, Mrs. Louise Palmer,
Rt, 3-Box 86, Murray, Buell W.
Edrnons, 50 Whitnell Ave.,
Murray, Tennie M. Colson, 203
N. 16th., Murray, Mrs. Vella
Lax, 725 Riley Ct, Murray,







Mrs. Enedina Winters, Rt. 1,
Paris, In., Mrs. Laurel
Cravens, 109 N. 13th., Murray,
Uoyd A. Hasty, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Gladis P. Birmingham,
415 Rout,on, Paris, Tn., Ritchie
W. tAllen, 106-A Walnut,
Benton, Miss Bettiamy P.
Smith, Rt. 5-Box 1025, Murray,
Michael E. Manning, Rt. 1-
Box 59, Murray, Thomas R.
Lyons, Rt. 10, Paducah, Mrs.
Mary J. Davis, New Concord,
Raymond Ingram, 206
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs,„Bea
K. Smith, 3252 Vailview Dr.,
Nashville, Tn., Mrs. Robbie J.
Sctu-oader, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs._
Lucy M. Walls, Rt. 6-Box 306,
Murray, Mrs. Naomi G.
Mathis, Rt, 6, Mayfield, Mrs.
Margie A. Garland, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Phyllis J.
Carson, 310 Woodlawn,
Murray, Mrs. Pearl Wilsman,
Highland Farms, Black
Mountain, N. C., Mrs. Cordie
Matheny, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Rosa Clayton, Rt. 2-Box 327,
Murray, Jesse T. Huddlestorn
Cerulean Rt. 1, Cadiz,
Leonard Lankfort, Hamlin,
Mrs. Nora G. Goodgion, 1624
Farmer, Murray, Mrs. Edith
Johnson, 1001 Vine, Murray,
Thomas N. Parker, 505 S. 8th.,
Murray, Mrs. Tommie Thorn,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, W. H. Jobe Sr.,





will hold its regular meeting
on Monday, August 2, at two p.
m. at the Ellis Community
Center
Dr. Harry Sparks,
president, said this will be an
organizational meeting with
committees to be appointed
for the year and plans to be
made for the year.





Mr. and Mrs. Larry Randall
On of Hazel Route One are the
parents of a baby girl, Allison
Renee, weighing seven pounds
two ounces, born on Monday,
July 19, at 3:37 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one son, Anthony
Neal, age two. The father is
self employed.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Damon Mathis of Dexter
and Mr. and Mrs. Fonza Orr of
Hazel Route One. Great
grandparents are Mr. and






The second annual "Oki
South Jubilee Day" will be
held Saturday, August 7, by
the Hardin Senior Citizens at
the center at Hardin.
Opening the day;s activities
will be a flea market, yard
sale, Kentucky Lake Turtle
Race,., contests for youth and
adults, the serving cif Ken-
tucky Burgoo from 4: 30 to 7:30
p.m., and "Old South
Fiddlers Contest" at eight
p.m.
The turtle race will be at
three p.m. The entry fee is five
dollars. Prizes will be 850,
first, $25, second, and $10
third. Special prizes will be
Lip brush saves
Don't throw out that lipstick
tube just because you can't
apply it directly on the Ups
anymore. Use a lip brush to




make sure there are no
bubbles or flaws These will
distort vision. Entirely plastic
lenses and frames are the
safest of all nonprescription
glasses They stand up to im-
pact better
given at the fiddlers contest
and a drawing for a bicen-
tennial quilt will be held. z •
The Hardin group will have
their regular potluck and
business meeting on Thur-
sday, July 29, instead of the
first Thursday due to the plans
for the "Old South Jubilee
Day" on August 7.
On Monday, July 29, the
Hardin group went to Paducah
for an outing including the
attendance at the Riverfront
Show.
The Hardin group made
fifty gallons of baked beans
and fifty gallons of potato
salad for the Florsheim Shoe
Company picnic at Paducah
on Saturday, July 24. This is
the second year for the Senior
Citizens to cater this picnic.
After completion early
Saturday morning the group
had a country ham breakfast
with Supt. and Mrs. Reid
Conder and Milishall County
Judge Mike'-Miller as guests.
Sunday, 'the group went to
RiL5sellville to see the bank
robbed by the late- Jesse
James and to the Jefferson
Davis Monumentdat Fairview.
Thomas Herndon & Late Alfred
Young Are Honored, Postoffice
Employees of the Murray
Post Office. and their guests
enjoyed a family type meal at
the Triangle Inn Friday Night
July 23.
' The meeting was in honor of
two rural carriers Thomas
Herndon, who retired
recently, and Alfred Young
who died May 22, 1976.
The family of Alfred Young
was presented a certificate in
appreciation of 16 years
service in the Murray Post
Office By Postmaster Nanny,
PADUCAH PATIENT
Audree Thomas of Murray
has been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
William Kelly of Murray
Rope Three has been a
patient at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
PADL1GAH PATIENT
Rev. nlian Warren of
Murray has been released
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Donald Dwayne Harrison of
Murray was dismissed July 10
from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
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Here's how you Join the Pepsi People...
get your hands on an ice-cold Pepsi-Cola. Anytime
a thirst puts you out of action, Pepsi goes all
the way to get you back in action. Back to that
who made several com-
plimentary remarks con-
cerning Mr. Young's service
and his accommodations to
the • patrons of Rural Route
Four. Nanny told the other
employees it might be well to
ask themselves if they met the
requirements of a dedicated
Postal employee as well as
Alfred did. Alfred will . be
missed by the many patrons of
his route Nanny said -
Thomas Herndon was
presented a certificate in
appreciatiOli for 22 yeais of
service - to. the United Statis
Government. Herndon retired
June 1, 1976 because of ill
health. Nanny complimented
him on his service to the
Murray Post Office and the
patrons of Rural Route Two
and Five.
Attending the supper were
Messrs ank‘fesdarnes Lester
Nanny, CT& Sykes, Nelson
Blalock, Thomas Bell, Hugh
Colson, Hafton Garner, Cullen
Irvin, John Lassiter, John
McGee, James Miller, Ran-
dolph Story, Gene Wildey, and
J. W. Young. Also in at-




Linn, Phylis Roberts. Frances
Garrison, Wilma Farley,
Janice Rogers and Patti Key
and Carlene Towery were
accompanied by their
husbands. Mr. and Mrs. Ray
Newsome and Lela Reed were
also present Mrs. Moines
Herndon accompanied her
husband and Jesse Fay,
Young, Mark Young and Clara
Louise Jones were present.
Cleo Sykes announced that
Thomas Bell and Gariene
Towery would be appointed
regular carriers on Routes





Murray Assembly No. 19 of
the Rainbow for Girls met
Tuesday, July 20, at seven
p.m. at the Masonic Hall with
Deidra Folsom as worthy




Black, Tina Game, Cathy
Higginbotham, Deidra
Folsom, Linda Knight, Less
Robertson, Krista Russell,




Tucker, Becky Phillips, and
Twila Coleman.
The next meeting will be
Tuesday, August 3, at seven
-•t0t..00..,0" ••1.000,,' AUK ItGi &&&&& TRADIENIA0010, Pegis.Co.
feelin' free feelin' that lets Pepsi People get a little
more out of living.
Grab yourself a Pepsi.. .grab one for a friend.
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EDITORIAL
The TQ And You
. This year as a part of
congressional budget reform
the FedcrearStverninent fiscal
' year will be moved from a
beginning date of July 1 to Oc-
tober 1. This results in what is
referred to in most budget
documents as a TQ, or tran-
sition quarter.
It is interesting to note that
during this three-month period
the Federal Government will
be spending $98 billion. Of cour-
se, this figure does not mean
much unless it is taken into per-
spective.
For example, the Gkomber of
Commerce of the United*Stales
points out, Federal Govern-,
ment expendithres for the
period of July 1, 1976 to October
1976 are equivalent in dollar
terms to all federal ex-
penditures from the adoption of
the -Constitution through 1929,
Business Mirror
including the cost of the War of
1812, the Mexican War, the
Civil War, the Spanish-
American War and World 
WarI.
Federal expenditures for
these three months is ;200
million more than was spent-In
1961, the year John Kennedy
became President.
The deficit of $16 billion to be
incurred during the three mon-
ths is larger than any deficit in-
curred in our history prior to
1942 and has been surpassed
only 10 times in the history of
our nation, and five of those .
years were during World War
The Federal Government will
be spending over $1,300 for
every household in the nation
during that three month period.
What a TQ! And some people
Call it a "mini-budget."




NEW YORK (AP) — It is possible
that the economy will be the issue that
determines whom we will elect in
November as our president for the next
four years. But how do you get a
reading on the economy?
Fortunately, most people rely on
their own seat-of-the-pants feeling to
make their decision on whether the
economy is performing well or poorly.
It is the thickness of their own wallet
that carries the message.
If they were to rely on those out-
pourings of statistics from Washington
they might become confused, as more
than a few economists are. They, would,.
so to speak, wonder which number was
"-Retail sales, for example, were off in
May, adding additional evidence that
the economic advance slowed ap-
preciably in the second quarter. But
bow much were they off?
The Commerce Department initially
put the decline at 1.2 per cent from
April, but we learned later that this
really didn't tell the true extent of the
drop. This month they said the May
drop,ceally was 2.1 per cent.
A 'revision of that magnitude changes
a -lot of things, but the timing of the
' revision could be even more significant,
especially if the retail sales figures for
June are to have any significance.
Earlier this*month, you see, the
Commerce Department announced that
retail sales rebounded in June to 2.7 per
cent, a report that brought joy to a lot of
people who had feared consumers were
being turned off.
But note — that 2.7 per cent jump was
made possible only because of the
sizable downward revision of the
previous month.
This wasn't the first time we have
had such statistical maneuverings. It
happens time after time. Sometimes, in
fact, the initial figures for each month
give the impression that the economy is
coming along..
Only when we go back and review the
revisions do we lie that in some in-
stances the advances are made possible
only because prior months are revised
downward.
Therefore, instead of a steady, for-
ceful march forward, we recognize that
the advance sometimes is more in the
pattern of Iwo stepslerward and one to
the rear. t ut you have to note the
revisions in order to spot it.
These revisions are made in the...in-
terest of accuracy rather than deceit, of
course, but the impact on the public
quite often can resemble the effect
produced by the latter.
Monthly and weekly figures do have
their significance, but it is mainly over
the period of several months that you
'distinguish the trends that won't be
revised out of existence.
10 Years Ago
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
Representatives of four police units
in Murray and Calloway County
received commendations yesterday
from the Murray Chamber of Com-
merce for recent police actions which
involved all units. James Garrison,
Chamber president, is pictured with
those to whom he made the awards who
were Vernon Roberts of the Murray
State campus police, City Polite Chief-
Brent Manning, Hazel Town Marshall
Billy Smith, and Deputy Sheriff of
Calloway County, Curt Willoughby.
The Murray Pony League team with
the pitching of Allan Grogan won the
first of the best of three in distress play
last night by defeating Madisonville 3 to
0 in district tournament play.
Guest speaker for the Murray Lions
Club was Charles Whitaker, district
manager of the Social Security Office at
Paducah.
Dr. L. Taylor Daniel will be the
featured speaker for the tenth annual
Baptist Men's Ralley to be held at
Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly on
July 30.
Mr. and Mrs. James Vaughn and
daughters of Pontiac, Mich., have been
the guests of her mother, Mrs. R. ,L.
Wade.
Editorials and opinionated artwles an this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for Ow free exch.snge ut differirw
.pinkons litters to the editor in response to editorialS and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this neaspaper struneis believe that to limit
opinionated articles to on4 those which parrailkl the editorial
philos,oph‘ of this rieisspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
therefore 11.'urge readers vi hodo not agree a ith an editorial staindair
h.lios presented bs an individual urger in a column. to respunsi
their feelings on the particular 1.11e being discussed
Garrott's Galley
First of Two-Part Column
On Ills of Movies and TV
By M. C. Garrott
I have something I want to share with
you, but it is going to take two of these
columns to do it. It would run too long
for just one issue of the paper. You just
might not get all the way through it.
So, today I'm going to just preface it
with a few introductory comments.
Then in Thursday's paper, I'll give you
the real meat of the message.
++++++
When our Hollywood-actor friend,
Hal Riddle, was in town last I asked
him to send me from time to time
something for this column which might
be of interest. his friends and
iininefo-llcs back
I had a letter from him the o day.
He had just been made deacon in his..
church, and at the installation services
did his version of the record, "A
Telephone Call from God." Have you
heard it? It'll make you try to crawl
under something.
In his letter, Hal also enclosed an
open letter which the famous motion
picture director, George Seaton, had
written to Jack Valenti, who was one of
John Kennedy's wonder boys and who
is now president of the Motion Picture
Association of America. It had been
published in "Variety," the newspaper
of the entertainment world.
It is Valenti who also is in charge of
what gets on the air, an the screens.and
on the ratings, according to Hal. "He
started the terrible downhill slide in the
industry," he writes, "and it is still,
going down hill as of this date." '
++++++
Seaton is one of the all-time great
directors of the motion picture in-
dustry. It was he who directed -Air-
port," the first one starring Charlton
Heston, George Kennedy, Dean Martin,
Maureen Stapleton, Helen Hayes (who
won the Best Support Actress-Oscar for
her role in it) and others.
- The most recent -Airport 1975" was
not directed by Seaton. He did,
however, direct, and sometimes
produced, such film classics as
"Teacher's Pet," one of Clark Gable's
latter-day great comedies; "Country
Girl," with Grace Kelly, William
Holden Bing Crosby and in which
Miss Kelly won the Oscar for the Best
Actress of the Year; and also the
classic "Miracle on 34th Street," which
we all see regularly at Christmastime.--
He also directed many others.
++++++
Mrs. Seaton is now mayor of Beverly
20-Years Ago
Gearl Suiter of Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future Farmers
of America appeared on the program
today at the Annual Young Farmer
Conference_...at the Kentucky FFA
1,4iderAin Training t enter,---Har-
dinsburg.
Murray beat Bowling Green 7 to 6 in
the opening game of the Western
District American Legion Baseball
Tournament at Holland Stadium here.
Tommy Wells was the Murray pitcher.
Owensboro beat Elizabethtown in the
second game.
Bro. L. D. Wilson will be the
evangelist at the revival meeting at the
Spring Creek Baptist Church.
- Births reported include a boy, Jeffrey
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. James Vaughn
Edwards on July 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrell A. Broach
announce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter.
Ronda Carolyn, to Ted M. Cunningham,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham.
Let's Stay Well
Eicessive Table Sat
How much table salt (sodium
chloride) should the rage
person eat each day/ M
hers of the medical profession
will agree that the daily "dose"
of table salt is unknown. In fact,
it may be highly variable. Even
authorities differ in their
answes.
Sane researchers feel that
most of us consume too much
sodium chloride and that the ex-
cess contributes to the elevation
of blood pressure (hypertension).
One specialist in hypertension,
Edward Freis, M.D., senior
rriedical investigator, Veterans
Administration Hospital, Wash-
ington. D.C.. advocates that salt
be removed from baby, cd
and processed foods availible
today He feels further the public
should demand more dietetic,
4 ask-free foods, and shouW elimi-
nate salt from cooking and bak-
course, not adding table salt
would lower the salt content but
would not eliminate it. Many
By FJ L Blasingarne, MD
foods naturally contain sodium
chloride. For example. a wart of
cow's milk will contain an
average qUbout me level tea-
spoonful of able salt
Recently, Dr. Freis cited
studies involving sis different
societies in the Solomon-islands.
Three were in the remote high-
lands and three on the coast,
making the latter accessible to
visitors and other cultures. When
the coastal populations began
eating canned foods and salting
their foods, many people
developed hypertension with
age. and traces of salt were
found in their urine
The researcher also pointed
out that a large tribe of Central
South American lndiam who do
not use salt have been found to
be relatively free of hyperten-
sion
In the 1940s, the effective.-
popular diet for high blood pres-
sure in the United State; was
male up largely of rice and
fruit, containing less than half a
gram of table salt per day. Yet.
as Dr Frets noted, these patients
had a return of high blood pr'
sire when their salt intake rose
to three grams per day
Based on these and other ob-
servations, Dr. Fetris advises that
the airerage person should avoid
adding salt to his diet and should
see to it that the daily consump-
tion is kept down. It is essential
that people who have high bond
pressure should watch their salt
intake even more cautiously and
follow their physician's advice.
Q Mr. R. C asks for sugges-
ts:ins to protect his skin from
ultraviolet light in sunshine.
A: You 'have obviously made
considerable progress in recog
nizing the potentially harmful
effects of ultraviolet rays in
sunlight Avoid exposure by
making every effort to reduce
time spent in sunlight, especially
between 10 am. and 3 p.m. Wear
clothing to shield your skin, in-
cluding a broad-brimmed hat.
Remember that window glass
filters out most harmful light
rays.
Ointments are helpful when
the skin is exposed. They can act
as a barrier (zinc oxide or
titanium Oxide which reflect off
the rays) or as an absorber
(benzopenone or para-
aminobenzoic acid which filters
away harmful rays). You can ob-
tain these from your physician or
pharmacist
Q: Mrs. B. F. inquires if such a
condition as night blindness ex-
ists.
A: Night blindness (nyctalopia)
was first noted over 200 years
ago and is described as a failure
or imperfection of vision at night
or in dim light, with vision being
much better in bright light
Vitamin A deficiency may ac-
count for some cases of night
blincinea.
Hills. "She's a conservative and a good
mayor!" Hal writes. "I called directly
to her home, told her I'd like to get
permission to send this article to you
and she said, 'Well, the man who would
'love to talk to you about it is sitting
right here. Wy don't you ask him?' .
-So, I had a nice conversation with
Mr. Seaton himself, telling him who I
was, about our university, my award
(Distinguished Alumnus) back home
and who you were and your column. I
asked if we might reprint his letter to
Valenti.
He was so pleased and said 'By all
means! Let's ler the message
anywhere we can get it told.' -
-He was very cordial, and so I am
sekting you the letter. It is a classic of
sorts, because no man of his stature had
..written a litter to the editor ,of one of
our two 'industry Bibles, t -`The
Hollywood Reporter' .and Narkety,' in
such a way and so well done.
"He was lauded and praised by
many," Hal went on to write, "and, of
course, ignored by the 'New Left
Wave,' who insists on getting
everything subversive and violent onto
not only our movie screens but on our
TV screens as you know only too well."
++++++
So, if you will bear with me for
another day or so, we'll have Mr.
Seaton's letter to Valenti for you in
Thursday's paper.
OPINION PAGE1
Page 4— Tuesday Afternoon, July 27, 1976
Today In History_
By The Associated Press
Today in History
Today is Tuesday, July 27, the 209th
day of 1976. There are 157 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in History:
On this date in 1953, an armistice was
signed at Panmunjom, ending the
Korean War after more then three
years of fighting.
On this date:
In 1922, the United States formally
recognized the countries of Albania,
Lithuania, Latvitt and Estonia.
In 1941, Japan invaded French
Indochina during World War Two.
In 1954, Britain and Egypt agreed on
terms ending 72 years of British control
of the Suez Canal.
In 1955, Austria regained sovereignty
after 17 years of occupation by-foreign
troops.
In 1960, a Repeblican National
Convention in Chicago nominated
Richard Nixon for president.
In 1969, President 'Nixon, visiting
Indonesia, promised the Southeast
Asian nation strong U.S. economic
support.
aamm••••••••aamarmamm•a4AP.
- Ten years ago: South Vietnam's
Premier Nguyen Cao Ky renewed a call
for an invasion of North Vietnam.
. Five years ago: Communist raiders
blew up five American helicopters at a
base near Saigon.
One year ago: Britons began
evacuating strife-torn Angola by air as
Americas prepared,to leave the African
country bythip.
Today's birthday: Former big league
_baseball manager Leo Durocher is 70
'years old.
Thought for today: It is a Charac-
teristic-of wisdom not to do desperate
things — Henry David Thoreau,
American writer, 1871-1862.
Bible Thought
And they said, Believe on the
Lord Jesus Christ, and thou shalt be
saved, and thy house.. Acts 16:31.
Salvation depends exclusively up-
on putting one's total trust in a
Person. And that Person has prom-
ised, ". . him that corneth to me I
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MURRAY SOUTH—The Murray South team_ will meet aymer Reality of Mayfield at 8:30 p.m. Thursday at the new Little League
field M the first round of the Kentucky Liegue Tournament. Top row, left to right ore Coach Glen Grogan, Rodney Key, Todd
Lawson, Jeff Downey, Kelly Calvin, Chris Fortner, David Snow and Coach Buff Fritz. Front row, Dana Pearson, Brad Newsome,
Todd Abell, Junior Holland, Rick Grogan and Mitch Grogan. Coach Jerry Key was not present for the photo.
Dibbs Upset In First
Round Of LITtlassic
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Top-seeded Guillermo Villas,
the only winner of ,this three-
year-old tournaMent, is
scheduled to meet unseeded
John James in tonight's
featured match on the second
day of play in the $125,000
Louisville International
Tennis Classic.
The tournament got off to a
surprising start Monday when
unseeded Ricardo • Cano of
Argentina knocked off second-
seeded Eddie Dibbs of Miami
Beach; Fla., 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
"Maybe I shouldn't have
played today," said Dibbs,
who entered the tournament
after suffering a three-set loss
to Jimmy Conners in the
Washington D.C. Inter-
national last weekend.
After winning the first set
handily, Dibbs took a 3-1
advantage in the second set,
but then "let him get away. I
Just got tired," he said.
"I had that match against
Conners Saturday and I was
just exhausted. But he played
very well, too," added Dibbs.
After his slow start, Cano
rallied to win eight of the next
nine games for a 3-1 lead in the
third set.
At that point, Dibbs broke
C,ano's service to trim the
Argentinian's lead to 3-2. But
Cano broke back for a 4-2
advantage and was home free.
"Every match is going to be
like this one," said Cane, 25.
"Everybody in this tour-
nament can beat anybody."
In the only other match
Monday involving a seeded
player, No. 6 Jaime- Fillol of
Chile 'survived some spotty
play to defeat Jairo Velasco of
Columbia, 6-7, 6-4, 6-2.
' haven't played very
much since Wimbledon" said
Fillol. I'm trying to get back
into shape.
-That's when it shows the
most, to hit big and not be able
to keep it up. I'd hit two or
three and then hit way out.
The serves helped, which is
unusual for me," he said.
In other first round action,
Pat Dupre defeated Geoff
Masters 7-5, 2 6, 6-3; Colin
Dibley defeated John
Whitlinger 6-1, 6-3; Zeliko
Franulovic defeated Sashi
Menon 6-1, 6-1; Dick Crealy
defeated Tom Koch 6-3, 6-2;
Bill Scanlon, defeated Jun
Kuld 6-2, 6-1.
Annual Medal Play For
Men Underway At Oaks
The annual Oaks Country
Club men's match play is now
underway with 60 men par-
iicipating.
In the championship flight,
first round play found Jerry
Caldwell winning over Greg
Howard, Nicky Ryan defeated
Jim White, . Kevin D'Angelo
won over Mickey Boggess and
Homer Branch beat Don
Cothran to complete play in
the upper bracket.
In the lower bracket of the
championship flight, Roy
Cothran won over Jimmy
Lamb, Purdom Lovett
defeated Paul Dailey, Mark
semifinals opposite Seale.
Seale won over Parks and will
play the winner of the Morgan-
Hutson match in the finals.
The second flight found Bob
Lamastus winning over Billy
Brandon, Dale Nance won
over Danny Roberts, Jerry
Lee won over Bert Coleman,,
Ted Lawson won over Charlei
Caldwell, Bill Daugherty Won
over Donnie Danner, Ronnie
Ross won over James Ward
and Terry,..Turper won over
Paul Ragsdale:
Nance then defeated
Lamasta8 and Lawson won
over/ Lee to reach the
Blankenship defeated Eddie semifinals.
Clees and J.P. Parker won In the lower bracket, RonbY,/
drawing a bye. Cathey won over ' Bill
In second round /Play, Daughtery and Turner
defeated Ross. Turner thenNickey Ryan won ov,e:r Jerry
won over Cathey to reach theC,aldwell and Floprer Branch
finals. He will play the winnerwon over Kevq D'Angelo.
of the Nance-Lawson match.Branch then ion over Ryan to
In the third flight, Donmove in 0 the finals .opposite
Johnson beat A.R. Hat-the ner of the Cothran-
er match. cher, Clyde Roberts won
over Billy Roberts, Garyarker reached the
Lovett derbated Charlessemifinals by defeating Mark
McCuiston, Billy Dan CrouseBlankenship and Roy Cothran
won over Oatman Farley andgot to the finals by winning
edover Purdom Lovett. Ken Humphreys defeat 
In the first flight, Marshall Howard Steely.
In later action, Roberts wonAbell beat Clayton Hargrove,'
over Lovett and HumphreysJerry Hopkins won over Larry
Watkins, Mitchell Story won over Crouse. Humphreys
Bill then bat Roberts to move intodefeated Jim Neale,
Bogard won over John Ross, the semifinals:
All matches are to beRudell Parks downed Steve
Hussung, Bill Seale won over completed by July 31;
Tommy Hamlin and Greg Allen RetiresStory defeated Yancey
Watkins. NIAGARA FALLS, N.Y
Second round action in the (AP) — Linebacker Doug
first flight found Mike Morgan Allen, a three-year veteran
winning over Lee Hook then with the Buffalo Bills, has
Morgan won over Marshall announced his retirement
Abell to move into the from the National Football
semifinals. League.
Ronnie Hutson won over
Jerry Hopkins then defeated
Mitchell Story to move into the
semifinals.
In the lower bracket, Dalton
Noel won over Bill Bogard,
and Bill4Seale defeated Greg
Story. Then, Rudell Parks
defeated Noel to move into the
"I've been offered a job
opportunity with a secure
future. I cannot turn it down,!'
Allen said Monday. He did not
disclose what or where the job
is.
He started eight games last
season for the Bills. He played
college ball at Penn State
•
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Ray F. Bergs, former
Murray State University
assistant football coach, has
been named Director of
Recreation at Woodson Rend
Resort on Lake Cumberland
near Somerset, Ky.
He will supervise the
resort's activities and
facilities in golf, tennis,
swimming, horseback riding
and also develop new
recreational programs.
Agradtlihrof the University
of Kentucky whwe he played
tight end and wide receiver,
Barge served as an assistant
to head coach Bill Furgerson
last year while doing graduate
work in, physical education
and recreation. Me scouted the
Racers' opponents for the
team.
HOCKEY'
KANSAS CITY — Owners of
the defunct Kansas City
Scouts voted to sell their
National Hockey League
franchise to a group of Denver























LEAGUE CRAMPS—The Cills were the league champions of the T-11•1 season. The Cabs, spon-
sored by Larry Hurt end Alarm Supply, finished with a 5-0 record. The coaches, standing in the
bock row, we left to right, Jerry Grogan, Steve Sammons and billy Nix. Members of the team
are, middle row, lett to right Tripp Nix, Chris Byrd, Brad King, Shea Ellis, Scott Abell, Jason Sum-
mons, Brion Harrison and Eric Grogan. Front row, left to right David McDowell, Eric Royer, Tony
Wallace, Chris Monarch, Gory Roberson, Brad Barber and Blake Francis. Conway Muff nagle and
Jeff Sickle were not present for the photo.
Warm seal pile coat with











Terrific for pants and skirts! Sporty 100% poly-
ester plush pant coat, tie belt and tucked back.




Pretty acrylic plaid coat features frosty rab-
bit trim hood and cuff. Blue, green or grey.
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Pirates Upset Nats In
Softball Title Contest
SOFTBALL CHAMPIONS—The Pirates staged the upset of the
 year as they finished Is place in
the regular season but wound up winning the title in t
he little Girls' Softball Tournament. Top
row, left to right ore Coach Durwood Beatty, Lynne B
eatty, Belinda Bumphis, Martha Pitman,
Tina Swift, Tricia Johnson, Kristi Wright and Coach Kent 
Wright. Front row, Teresa Oick, Jeanette
Cooper, Jo Beth Oakley, Michelle McGehee, "Pete" Mc
Mullin, Karen Brandon, Stacy Fulton and
Laura Watkins.
(Stolid Photos by bike Bromley)




Bert Blyleven still finds
Minnesota a nice place to
visit, even thugh he wouldn't
want to live there any more.
In his first trip back since
Minnesota traded him to
Texas almost two months ago,
Blyleven silenced the Twins'
bats and their jeering fans by
pitching the Rangers to a two-
hit 3-0 victory.
"I am growing up now,"
said the 25-year-old right-
hander, who was sent packing
after he failed to come to
salary terms with the Twins
and issued verbal blasts at
their management and sup-
porters, as well as saluting the
fans with an impolite gesture
in his final appearance before
thedeal.
"I am a Texas Ranger and
not a Twin," he said. "I was
light-headed all day and
couldn't wait to get going. I






In other American League
action, the Kansas City Royals
blanked the California Angels
4-0, the Oakland A's shaded
the Chicago White Sox 3-1, the
Baltimore Orioles cooled off
the New Yleskyankees 3-1, the
Cleveland Indiarisdrabbed the
Boston Red Sox 9-4 and. the
Detroit Tigers nipped the
Milwaukee Brewers 4-3 in 13
innings.
The only Minnesota hits off
Blyleven were an infield
single by Steve Braun and a
clean single by Craig Kusick.
Blyleven struck out nine.
He was booed throughout
most of the game and
responded by tipping his cap
and bowing to the crowd after
each inning.
Minnesota's Rod Carew was
ejected by umpire Jim Evans
for the first time in his I0-year
career after he was called out
trying to steal second base in
the fourth inning and slam-
 med down his helmet. After
returning to the dugoat,
Carew showered the field with
bats before being restrained.
Then, after things quieted
down, Carew tossed a baseball
toward Evans, missing the
irrrpire by a few feet.
Royals 4, Angels 0
Al Fitzmorris hurled a six-
hitter and Kansas City got
maximum mileage from four
scratch hits to hand Norm
Sherry his first loss in four
games as the Angels' new
manager. California's Nolan
Ryan, who suffered his fourth
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On Htvy 68d80 in Aurora Ky
1
Brett and John Mayberry with
two out in the first inning and
Amos Otis drove them both
home with a double. In the
third, Brett was safe on a
fielder's choice, stole second
and came home on
Mayberry's broken-bit siagle.
A's 3, White Sox 1
Sal Bando hit his 20th home
run and Bert Carnpaneris
drove in two runs with a single
and sacrifice fly, giving Paul
Mitchell his fourth straight
victory with relief help from
Ftollie Fingers.
Orioles 3, Yankees I
The Baltimore Orioles
jumped on Catfish Hunter for
three early runs, one a solo
homer by Al Bumbry, and
beat the Yankees on Ross
Grimsley's six-hit pitching.
Hunter yielded two first-
inning runs on doubles by
Bobby Grich and Reggie
Jackson and a single by Lee
May. Iiiimbry homered in the
third.
Indian 9, Red Sox 4
Rico Carty drove in four
runs with a pair of doubles,
Duane Kuiper collected three
hits and Rick Manning
homered as the Indians
handed the staggering Red
Sox their sixth consecutive
setback. The Indians shelled
Luis Tiant, who allowed seven
hits and five runs in 11-3
innings and failed to finish the
second inning for the second
game in a row.
Tigers 4, Brewers 3
Jim Crawford, who replaced
starter Frank MacCormack
after three walks in the first
inning, retired 22 consecutive
batters and came within three
outs of a combined no-hitter.
Milwaukee didn't get a hit
until George Scott opened the
ninth with a single. Crawford
allowed three hits in 10 innings
but lost a chance at his first
triumph of the season when
John Hiller allowed a game-
tying single to Hank Aaron in
the 11th.
Jason Thompson and Rusty
Staub homered for the Tigers,
who scored the winning run on
13th-inning singles by Staub,
Thortthson and Ben Ogilvie.
OLYMPICS
MONTREAL — The U.S.
women's basketball team won
a silver medal in the Summer
Olympic Games with a 83-67
victory over Czechoslovakia.
The U.S. men beat Canada 95-
77 and will face Yugoslavia,
who beat the Soviet Union 89-
E14, for the gold medal.
The Pirates wound up in last place at the end of regular
season play but turned things around by capturing the
post-season tournament in the Little Girl's Softball
League.
The Pirates scored the winning run in the bottom of the
last inning to win 14-13 over the favored Nats.
Dick, McGeehee and Beatty led the Pirate hitting attack
with two hits each. Johnson, Smith, Brandon, Cooper, and
Fulton eachhit safely for the winners.
For the Nets, Tracey Brown ripped three hits while
tefrrunates Lisa Wallin, Betsy Gore, Traci Wells, and
Connie *arm added two hits each.
The Pirates had ended the regular season play with a 1-5
record while the Nats had tied for first place with the
Reds, posting a 4-2 record.
In the consolation game, the Aces pulled an upset vic-
tory over the Reds, winning 27-26.
Tracy Nall, Debbie Guerin, and Morgan led the Ace's
hitting attack with four hits each. Lynn Puckett and Jan
Cole added three hits each for the winners.
For the Reds, Mary Paschall, S. Todd, McDougal,Lynn
Cochran and Jenny Lovins reached base safely four
times. Wallace and Alexander added two hits each for the
Reds.
The Aces had ended the regular season play with a 3-3
record while the Reds shared the number one spot with
the Nats with a 4-2 record.
SPORTS
(„, Itlf X 1 I 1.111,1.1{ 1- I nil .)
Kentucky League Tourney
To Begin Here Thursday
An eight-team tournament featuring Kentucky League
All-Star teams from Murray and Mayfield will be held
Thursday through Saturday in Murray.
All four first round games will be played Thursday night
with two games to be played at the old Little League field
and two games to be played on the new Little League field.
At the new field, Murray North will play Mayfield Leslie
Supply at 6:30 p. m. while at 8:30 p. m., Murray South will
meet Mayfield Clymer Realty.'
At the old park, Mayfield Hill's Drive-In will play
Murray East at 6:30 p. m. and the nightcap will find
Mayfield Milton Page playing Murray West.
Murray North is made up of All-Stars from the Reds and
A's. From the Reds are Rust, Wright, David Burris,
Robin Adams, Tyler Prince, Marty Hutson, David West
and Coach Bill Burris. From the A's are Wade Smith, Jim-
my Parrish, Mark Boggess, David Seaford, Mike David,
Hal Orr and Coach Roy Smith.
Murray South will be made ap of players from the Cubs
and Cards. Frans the Cubs are Kelly Calvin, Jeff Downey,
Rodney Key, Kris Farmer, Todd Lawson, David Snow and
Coach Jerry Key. From the Cards are Rick Grogan, Mitch
Grogan, Todd Abell, Brad Newsome, Dana Pearson,
Junior Holland and Coach Glen Grogan.
Murray East will consist of players from the Twins and
Yanks. From thelTwins are David Whitten David Ran-
dolph, David McCuiston, Todd Contri, Harry Weatherly,
James Kendall and Coach Larry Contri. From the Yanks
are Brad Lyons, Jim West. Rodney Lamb, Randy Scar-
borough, Mark Waldrop, Chris Young and Coach Jess
Young.
Murray West will consist of players from the Astros and
Pirates. From the Astros are Roger Dunn, Billy Welk,
John Mark Potts, Cary Miller, Todd Ross, John Mark
Billington and Coach Dean Ross. From the Pirates are
Kevin Richerson, Dennis Thurmond, Mike Daniel, Billy
Collins, Andy Parks, Steve Beyer and Coach Bob Daniel.
SECOND PLACE FINISHERS—The Nuts finished second to the Little Girls' Softball L
eague Tour-
nament as they fell 14-13 to the Pirates in the championship game Monday ni
ght. Top row, left
to right are Coach Gene Garfield, Coach Jane Ana Tamar, Heather Kodman, K
ay Adams, Tracey
Brown, Mitzi Cathey, Mary Lindsey, Kim (harps, Coach Bailey Gore and Coach G
reg Garfield.
Front row, Judy Outland, Connie Spann, Christine Spann, Betsy Gore, Natalie Garfi
eld, Lisa Cun-
ningham, Traci Wells and Lisa Wallin.
Sutton Re-aches Career
Mark Of 2,000 Whiffs
By KEN RAPPOPORT
Ai' Sports Writer
When Carl Morton struck
out Monday night, he just
wanted to forget it.
Don'iSutton wanted to
remember it, though. It was
the 2,000th strikeout of his
career.
,"I've been thinking about it
since last year," said the Los
Angeles Dodger pitcher after
reaching the milestone during
a 6-2 decision over the Atlanta
Braves.
"It's a big thrill — to know
that only 27 other guys have
done it. It's a shot in the arm
and it's nice to get it and have
it behind me."
Joining the "2,000 Club"
gives Sutton a needed lift. His
season has been nothing to
write home about so far.
Sutton, 11-8, fell behind by
surrendering two runs in the
first inning. But after giving
up a harmless leadoff double
to Biff Pocoroba in the second,
he retired 19 of the next 20
batters. He struch_out nine
and walked four, finishing
with a five-hitter.
Morton, 1-8, was tagged for
the loss and was the victim of
Sutton's 2000th strikeout in the
second inning.
"He was fighting control
early in the game," said Los
Angeles Manager Walt Alston
of Sutton. "Tie was running the
count full in the first inning or
two and it was a hot night to be
doing that. But he
straightened out and pitched a
heck of a game."
Reds 9, Giants 3
. Pete Rose hit his third
leadoff home run in a week
and Fred Norman pitched a
EVERYONE WAS HITTING—Everyone was hitting the bait in the consolation game of the Little
Girls' Softball Tournament. Here, Jenny Lovins of the Reds raps a hit. The Reds were defeated
27-264 tbs Aces.
seven-hitter as Cincinnati beat
San FrancivOltose lined the
second pitch of the game from
John Montefusco, 9-9, over the
right field wall to trigger the
Cincinnati scoring and George
Foster and Dan Driessen
paced the Reds' attack with
four hits each.
Phillles 4, Mets 1
Mike Schmidt blasted a
triple, double and single and
scored the winning run on a
wild pitch in the sixth inning to
lead Philadelphia over New
York. Larry Christenson, 9-.5,
was the winner with relief help
from Tug McGraw.
Astros 7, Padres 0
Larry Dierker, making his
first Houston appearance
since his July 9 no-hitter, fired
a two-hitter, leading Houston
over San Diego.
Dierker, 10-9, rode a three-
RBI performance by Bob
Watson in fashioning his third
shutout of the season. San
Diego starter Dan Spillner, 2-
10, absorbed the loss.
Expos 2-3, Cubs 1-1
Ellis Valentine's two-run
homer in the sixth inning
backed Don Stanhouse's
seven-hitter as Montreal beat
Chicago in the first game.
Steve Dunning, an American
League castoff, and Dale
Murray combined to hurl a
three-hitter as Montreal
stopped Chicago in the second
game.
Rookie Quits
KANSAS CITY ( AP) — One
of the most promising rookies
in the training camp of the
Kansas City Chiefs of the
National Football League has
called it a career and gone into
coaching.
Pat McNeil, a 17th-round
draft choice from Baylor who
had surprised and pleased
coaches in two scrimmages,
left to accept a high school job
in Waco, Tex.
think he had a good shot
at making the team and I told




FM LA11103 TRAVEL AGENCY
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41!! iitt
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call I
753-6060 (4646)






Too often, people will top taking • medicine
because they think that an illness has disappeared
This can be harmful, especially in cases of children
who are given anti-biotics to combat an infection. If
your physician directs you to give a child. medicine
four times a dry for ten days. keep giving that
prescription until it is all used up.
In studies where medicine was stopped before it was
finished, over 20 per cent of the children showed
lingering traces of infection, requiring another -
round of medication.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
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MURRAY NORTH- The Murray North team will play Mayfield Leslie Simply at 6:30 p.m. Thursday at the new Little League Wel
in the first round of the Kentucky League Tournament. Top row, left to right are Coach Roy Smith, John Wells, Rusty Wright
Mark Boggess, Hal Orr, Mike Davis, David Burris and Coach Bill Burris. front row, Marty Hutson, Tyler Prince, John Kelso, Wade
Smith, Jimmy Parrish and David West.
(Stuff Pirates by Nike Onmaiss)





MONTREAL (AP) - Hey,
what's happening to the
Olympics?
A respected Russian fencing
star is caught double-wiring
his blade. A Soviet coach is
accused of trying to fix the
diving competition. Canada
boots little Taiwan out of the
Games because it doesn't
want to blow a fat wheat deal
with Mainland China.
goind ,30 nations, most of
them black African, piqued at
New Zealand's sports ties with
segregationist South Africa,
say "New Zealand goes pr we
go." The International
Olympic Committee sayeNew
Zealand stays. So Black
Africa, en masse, says "to hell
with it" and goes home.
A 65-year-old trapshooter
from .Monaco is disqualified
for taking amphetamines.
Maybe he just had the gout.
And a Canadian yachtsman is
hauled in like a bank robber
because he squirted some
antihistamine up his nose.
An American discus
thrower wins a gold medal,
then announces, "I won this
medal for myself - not the
United States." He proceeds
to rap the U.S. Olympic
Committee.
Some of his less successful
teammates take their defeats
with * "So what?" attitude -
not what the late Vince
theitiardi would have or-
dered. Remember? "Winning
isn't everything, it's the only
thing."
Shot putter George Woods
said, "The Olympics don't
seem the same any more." Al
Feuerbach, who also tosses
the iron ball, called the Games
"insane" and said they were
just a big carnival staged for
the new media. Kathy Sch-
midt, a javelin thrower,
commented, "I'd rather be
competing in an all-Comers
meet at UCLA." -'
An air of disenchantment
and disillusionment is
sweeping the time-honored
Games. The erosion of prin-
ciples - permitted if not
promulgated by the
sacrosanct IOC is being
followed by -deterioration of
spirit.
What's happened?
Before the women's javelin
competition, Miss Schmidt
walked over to introduce
herself to Ruth Fuchs of East
Germany, the ultimate
winner, to congratulate the
husky blonde on her world
record.
"I'm Kathy Schmidt of the
United States...."
That's as far as she got.
Miss Fuchs gave her a stare
that penetrated like a stiletto,
wheeled and walked away.
Shirley Babashoff, the
California water whiz who
brought along an extra bag to
hold all the medals she was
supposed to win in swimming,
was completely overshadowed




that she didn't envy her
conquerors and that she would
hate to look like all those
muscled German girls,
anyway.
This attitude wasn't exactly
what Baron Pierre de
Coubertin had in mind when
he conceived the idea of
resurrecting the Olympic
Games in 1896.
How much more decay in
the foundations of the great
spectacle before the massive
columns start tumbling,
leaving the Games looking
like a hillside in ancient
Greece, where they were
born?
How many more principles
can be compromised by the
weak-kneed IOC? How much
iarENHEMPIM1,40
To have your best FLORIDA VACATION
mail coupon to
WcoonMilagell of Fl a'orid 
P 0 Box 951 Clermont, Fla 32711
Send us your free color brochure right away,
Name
Address 
City  State,Zip 
.4
Big Family Villas for the price of a metal roma
Vacation Village is different. A rustic
resort of charming 4-room villas.
Set beside sky-blue Lake Louisa
in Orlando's sun country. Near
Disney World, Cypress Ga•dens,
Sea World, all the tun sites.
Each villa has equipped kitchen,
grassy yard, sunning patio,











cheating can the Games en-
dure? How much more money
must be spent, how much
must the event be hyped by
commercialism to keep the
Games floating on an
unrealistic cloud?
Are the Games really facing
- as sOlne high-placed
Olympic chiefs predict -
possible early destruction? If
not, where is there a soul as
strong as that of de Coubertin
or the late Avery Brundage to
apply the brakes?
Some of the competitors'
disenchantment is un-
derstandable. The Games are




l"ious'on 51 50 .505
San Diego 48 51 .485
A•len,a 4-1 54 .449
San Fran 42 58 .420
Monday's Results
Mon•real 2-3, Chicago 1 1
Philadelphia 4, New York 1
Los Angeles 6, A•lan,a 2
Cincinna,i 9, San Francisco 3
Pi-sburgh a• S' Louis, ppd ,
rain
Hous.on 7, San Diego 0
Tuesday's Games
Mon•rea) (Rogers 3,9) a• Chi-
cago (Burris 5-11)
New York (Swan 5-8) a,
Philadelphia (Underwood 6-2),
(n)
Los Angeles (Rhoden 9-01 a,
Alan-a (Niekro 10-61, (n)
San Francisco (Barr 8-6) a,
Cincinna,i (Alca)a 9-2), (n)
Pi••sburgh (Kison 7-6) a, SY.
Louis (Falcone 6-10), In)
San Diego (Johnson 0-0) a,
Houvon (Richards 10-11), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Mon•real a• 5'. Louis, 2, (,n)
Chicago Philadelphia, (n).
Los Angeles a• A• (n)
Pi- -sburgh a• New York, (n)
San Francisco a• Cincinna,i,
(n)











Kan Qy 59 37 .6)5 -
Oakland 52 46 .531 8
Texas 47 48 .495 11 1/2
Minneso,i- - 46 SO .479 13
Chicago 44 53 .454 151/2
California 42 58 .420 19
Monday's Results
Cleveland 9, Boson
Bal•imore 3, New York 1
Deroi• A, Milwaukee 3, 13 in-
nings
Texas 3, Minneso•a 0 "
Kansas cl.",y, 4, California-0 -
Oakland 3, Chicago 1
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland (Bibby 6-2) a' Box
.on (Jenkins 8-8), (n)
New York (Ellis 11-4) a, Bat-
imore (Palmer 13-8), (n)
DeToi• (Robers 9-10) a, Mil-
waukee (Spa-on 11-8), (n)
Texas (Perry 9-8) a, Min-
neso.a (Redfern 3-6), (K)
Kansas Ci.y (Scili-orff 11-6)
a. California (Tanana 11-7), (n)
-Chicago (Gossage 5-9) a•
Oakland (Blue 89), (n)
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland a• Boson, (n)
New York 8• Bat•imore, In)
De.roi. a' Milwaukee, (n)
Texas a• Mihrieso,a, (n)
Kansas Ci•y a• California, (n)
Chicago a- Oakland, In)
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W I Pct, GB
65 29 .6171 -
Pi •s 52 43 .547 131/2
New York 50 49 .505 171/2
S. Louis 42 52 .4417 21
Chicago 39 58 .402 271/2
Mon,real 32 59 .352 31./2
West



















have become hassles for
everybody - the organizers,
the athletes, the press. They
are not fun any more.
Give Feuerbach points on
one of his arguments. The
Games have become a giant
television enterprise - a
world-wide spectacular in
which millions of dollars
change hands,
The competitors' rationale
- the rationale apparently of
Feuerbach, discus champ
Mac Wilkins and Kathy Sch-
midt, among others: "Why
should we go through all this
WI-moll on a ;5 per diem so
that TV can sell more
automobiles and razor
blades?"
The gold medal has lost
some of its lustre. Some call
the Olympics "just an over-
sized track meet." There has
been a definite decline in the
old patriotic fervor.
Americans are bothered
because the Russians and
East Germans are state-
subsidized and are" technical
pros. They resent losing
medals to the East Germans,
who turn out champions On an
assembly line the way we turn
out Fords and Chevrolets.
Yet nothing is ever said
about the development of
American athletes on free
scholarships, costing between
$20,000 and 630,000 for four
years.
Open Olympics - isn't_ the
answer. The answer is less
extravagance, less politics.
less jealousy, more un-
derstanding, more "live and











Finland 3 2 0 5
Or Bri'n 2 3 3 8
Czecho 2 2 3 7
l•aly 1 4 2 7
Yugo 1 1 0 2
Norway 1 1 0 2
Sweden 1 1 0 2
Jamaica 1 1 0 2
Cuba 1 0 0 1
Trinidad 1 0 0 1
Mexico • 1 0 0 1
Canada 0 7- 6 8
Ne hrinds 0 2 2 4
Belgium 0 2 0 2
Por • ugal 0 2 0 2
France 0 1 4 5
Denmark 0 0 2 2
Aus ral la 0 0 2
Iran 0 0
Aus ria 0 0 1 1
N. Zealnd 0 0 1 1
- (Ne'e' ctopt lure medals
awarded in some even's.)
GENERAL
LAFAYETTE, Ind.
George Souders, winner of the
1927 Indianapolis 500 auto
race, died of natural causes at
the age of 75.
TENNIS
WASHINGTON - Top-
seeded Jimmy Connors wort
the $125,000 Washington Star
International Tennis Tour-
nament with a 6-2, 6-4 triumph
over No. 5 seed Raul Ramirez
of Mexico.
MONTREAL (AP) - O)yrr
JiC medal s• endings af•er Mon
Jay's evens:
Gold..Sil.. Bro.. Tat














MONTREAL (A?) - The
United States, which now
appears to have very little
chance of leading the
Olympics in either gold or
total medals, looks to its
basketball team for the
restoration of misplaced
prestige tonight.
"We came here to play for
the gold medal, and that's
what we're doing," said All-
American Scott May of
Indiana. "It doesn't matter
who we're playing. We didn't
come here to play Russia. We
came to win the gold."
The Russians, controversial
winners over the United States
in the 1972 Olympic final
which Americans regarded as
an enormous blow to their
prestige - will be missing this
time. They lost to tough
Yugoslavia 89-84 last night
shortly before the Americans
advanced with a convincing
95-77 decision over Canada in
the other semifinal.
• "The psychological edge is
with Yugoslavia," said
American Coach Dean Smith,
who observed that several of
their players "belong in the
NBA.
"I think our players were
looking forward to playing
Russia, but I told them not to
talk about that. I just hope we
can play as well against
Yugoslavia as we did
tonight."
It may have been the
Americans' best game. They
blew out to an early 22-8 lead
and cruised in. They never
trailed and led by 17 or more




meanwhile, gained the silver
medal with an 83-67 victory
over Czechoslovakia while
goid-medal winner Russia
beat Japan 98-75 in the final
games of the round-robin
tournament.
The Americans were shut
out of victories yesterday, at
least partly on Dave Roberts'
raindrenched, unsuccessful
gamble in the pole vault that
turned gold to bronze. The
Yanks now appear destined
for a placing behind Russia
and possibly East Germany in
both gold and total medals.
With the Games more than
half over, the United States
now holds 21_ gold, 23 silver
and 17 bronze. Russia has a 27-
26-20 count and East Germany
has solidified its position as a
world athletic power with a 27-
17-14 total.
The Americans could make
up a little ground - maybe
Just a little - in today's light
schedule.
' In addition to their favored
basketball team, the
Americans have a gold medal
possibility in Greg Louganis, a
16-year-old phenom from El
Cajon, Calif., who qualified
first in men's platform diving.
The United States could gain
a medal from its equestrian
team in Grand Prix jumping,
but seemed unlikely to finish
higher than second in any of
the five yachting classes that
are due to end today. The
Russians are well-placed in a
couple of those events. Russia
also figures to gain ground in
team saber fencing, super-
heavyweight weightlifting and
light-heavyweight judo.
Americans are not expected to
score in any of those events.
Track and field athletes
have an idle day.
It is in that sport, along with
its boxers, that America's
slim hopes rest. The boxers
have nine men alive with the
competition moving into the
quarter-finals, but Cuba and
Russia also are strong. The
prospects in track and field
aren't overwhelming.
With 11 men's events
completed, the Americans
have won only two.




and the world record-holder at
18 feet, 13i, inches had to settle
for the bronze medal.
Roberts, a medical student
from Gainsville, Fla., Roberts
trailed two men on misses
when he chose to pass at 18-
2ti, figuring he could clear the
next height, 18-41i, easily. The
five men who vaulted at 18-2'i
missed all three tries. As they
finished, the drizzing rain
became a steady shower. And
Roberts missed all three times
at 18-0-1.
So it went back to the last
height cleared, 18-0%.
Tadeusz Slusarski of 'Poland
won on fewer misses at that
height, with Antti Kalliomaki
of Finland second and Roberts
third.
The only other American
medals gained in track and
field were a silver by 20-year-
old Millard Hampton, San
Jose, Calif., and a bronze by
Phoenix, Ariz., schoolboy
sprinter Dwayne Evans, who
finished 1-2 behind Jamaica's
Don Quarrie, the 200 meter
winner in 20.23.
Miklos Nemeth of Hungary
set a world record at 310-4 in
winnning the javelin and
Russia's Tatiana Kazankina
set another standard with a
1:55.0 time in the women's 800
meters.
Lasse Viren of Finland,
winner of the 5,000 and 10,000
meter runs in 1972, made a
rare repeat in the 10,000 and
now has a chance to become
the first man ever to win both
the distance races in con-
secutive Olympics.
Siegrun Siegl led an East
German sweep in the women's
pentathlon. She and teammate
Christine Laser each finished
the two-day competttion with
4,745 points, and Miss Siegl
was declared the winner on
the basis of better per-
formances in head-to-head
competition.
Al Coage, a bouncer in a bar
at Plainfield, N.J., provided
the United States with a
suprise bronze in the
heavyweight judo com-,
petition. Sergei Novikov of
Russia won the gold.
In the only other medal
events, Bernt Johansson of
Sweden won cycllng's in-
dividual road race and
Valentin Khristov of Bulgaria
.took the heavyweight
weightlifting with a total hoist
of 880 pounds.
Alouettes Win
REGINA, Sask. (AP) - The
Montreal Alouettes
capitalized on Saskatchewan
mistakes and turned back the
Roughriders 26-17 in a
Canadian Football League
game Monday night. The
victory was only Montreal's
second over Saskatchewan
since the CFI, started games
between the Eastern and
Western divisions in 1951.
Sonny Wade threw three
touchdown passes for the




J/ Flight Training k, Air Ambulance











• Deluxe • Low-Hung
• Top-Hung
Your Choice













Box 444, Murray, Ky. - Telephone 502-153-6131
E
QUIPMENTIN
CLUDED• 1/2 HP Pump 
w/trap•Hi-rate Folter vi/ valve
•Plumbing acc.
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Mulberry. All fabric 20
per cent off. All for sale
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20 Per Cent Discount on
all cabinet hardware.
West Ky. Cabinet, 1203
Story Ave.
The Ouiet Company presents:
Montreal 1976
Summer Olympics
on ABC-TV Channel 2, i
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problems I find it
necessary to quit my
Watkins business and
dispose of all my stock.
Most of my Watkins
products are reduced to
cost and some items
below cost priceifi, for
quick sale. Thanks to all
of you • who (have
patronized me in the
past. It has been my
privilege to have served
you. Marge Foster, 822
South 9th, 753-0509.
- IS YOUR BUSINESS
FOR SALE!
For lost, confidential ser-









will sell at public sale
for cash a 1974 Ravens
...-triCtor No. 741396 at 2
p.m. August 2, 1976 at
Taylor Motors, 303 South
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Don't forget • to
register your handles
in the new Purchase
Area CB Directory.
You may pick up your
registering handle
cards at the following
business: Montgomery
Wants; Radio Shack, Big
K, Chuck's Music Cen-
ter, Otasco, Murray








Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.




11/3 is 1/2 OFF
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WISH to express our
deep appreciation, for
the many acts of kin-
dness extended to us,
during the illness and
a of our Mother and
Jones. To the Benton
Hospital and nurses, to
Dr. Miller for his ser-
vices. For the flowers,
food, and prayers. To
Bro. Fred Alexander,
and Bro. T. L. Campbell
for their worth' of
comfort. Also, to the
singers for the beautiful
music, and to the
Filbeck and Cann
funeral home for their
efficient service.












in your area. This is a
solid business op-
portunity in the safety
anth security. field,
backed by a company
with 138 years of
valuable experience. If
you have a sales or sales
management
background and want to
be in the $35000 plus
income bracket call
Ronnie Giles, collect at
205-823-3301, 9 a.m.-3
p.m. Monday and
Tuesday only. No dealer
or franchise please. Call
























for child 2 years old.
Also do light houSework
Monday-Friday 8:30-5
p.m. Call 753-2288 ask
for Judy Waters.
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.












• ,experience, would like
part time bookkeeping
or office work. Call 753-
7391.
ELDERLY MAN would
like to have room and






Contact Belcher Oil Co.,
Mayfield, 274-2545 after
6p. m. Murray 436-5459.
11 Instructions
RIDING LESSONS
people_ of all ages.
Horses-traioad, tor. ell
riding club events. &I
753-3583.




floors and roll up back
door, or .sill trade for
grain beds. One is 8'
wide, 18' long, 7',2' tall.
$600 One 8' wide, 21'
long, This' tall, $800. Will
make excellent storage
shed. Also 25 John Deere
pull type combine. Call
489-2697 or 4364812 after
6 p.m.
SET OF four Crager mag
wheels. 200 value, will
trade for boat and
motor. Call 436-2289
after 6 p.m.
WILL SELL OR TRADE
four '14 inch Chevy tires
and wheels, (2 are side
track M.T.) also 4 Chevy
adapters to fit V.W. Call
4364838.
14 Want To Buy.
COINS . American or
Foreign plus old gold.
Call 753-9232.
FEATHERBEDS WANT-
ED, duck and goose.
Highest prices ever.
Write Box 199, St.
Charles, Kentucky
42453. Give location. Will
call.
INDIAN MOTORCYCLE
or 1974 Harley David-
son. Call 753-8821.
TOBACCO SCAFFOLD,
also will sell wheat
straw. Call 753-8616 after
5 p.m., 753-8478.
15.Articles For Sale
FOR' SALE. Color RCA
T.V., old but in good
condition, good picture
and sound, $75. Apar-
tment size refrigerator,
142 years old, Avacado,
like new, $125. Apart-
ment size range to
match with hood and
fan, $110. Dinette table
aNd four chairs, like
new, $50. Two twin box
springs and mattress
set, $30, both $50.
Refrigerator to match,
$50. Pair Frigidaire
washer and dryer, look
like new. $150. See at 625
South 4th St. Cell 753-
4992.
ICE MAKER. 450 lb. per
day, 550 lb. storage.
$1250. Call 753-1930 or
753-7205.
BRAIDED oym. 9 x 12
rug, $25. Apartment or
trailer size washer and
dryer, $200 Hooded hair
dryer, $10. Call 7534595
15 Articles For Sale
SORRY SALE is now a
merry gal. She used




home of "Wishing Well
Gift Shop."
REMOVE CARPET
paths and spots; fluff
beaten down nap with
131rie :Lustie. Rent















living room suite, 2
beds, fruit jars, lawn
spreader, platform
chair, oil drum. Call
after 5 pirr;-753-1394.
For Seie
One 8 z 12 walk-in cooler
One 6 a I walk-In Frerzer
Now in operation
Mrvy's itestoweet
5.1211 S.rw, therrwy, Ky.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
2,,2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from. Call 753-
4566. We deliver.
DISPLAY FURNITURE -
round bed, sofa which
makes into round bed,
lounge chair which
makes into single bed, 7
piece wedge grouping,
white flopper chair. See















and a console stereo.
Call 7534153.
HOOVER PORTABLE
spin dry washer like
new, $120. Call 489-2732
MAYTAG 3 cycle front








and Service, 500 Maple











FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Chll AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865,
Paducah, Ky.
TWO TON INC tow truck.
15,000 lb. winch. Call 436-
5519.
RED BELLY Ford with
bushog and blade. Needs
carburetor. IHC Club
low boy, new 60 in
mower, cultivator,
Planter, siekle bar, etc.
Call 436-5519.
19 farm Equipment
A FARMALL tractor with
plow, disc and
cultivatdr.- Extellent
condition. POO. Call 436-
2448.
20 Sports Equipment
28' PONTOON boat, 65 h.
p. Johnson motor.
Ready to go. Call 753-
4901
18 FT. DAY CRUISER
1968, motor and trailer.
Good condition. $350.
Can be seen at Slip.No.
29 at Kenlake Marina or
call 753-8019.
15' RUNABOUT Seeking




15' SKI RI, fiberglass.
70 h.p. Skis and all ac-
cessories. $650. Call 753-
6179.
14' SPEED BOAT, 50 h.p.
motor. Trailer 71 model.
Call 489-2485.
14' CROSBY fishing boat.
Six man capacity, one
swivel chair, trailer,
Scott 40 h.p. motor. $275
or best offer. Call 753-
1513 or 753-7746.
14' MIRRO-CRAFT boat
with 62" beam, 1972
Johnson 25 h.p. electric




Lovrtneice LF B-3 0 0
depth findii!'--Pla.stic




14. FT. JON boat, 1976
model, Pt Johnson
motor. 1973 Model and
trailer. $800. Also 14 trot
lines and boxes, $165.
Call 753-3511.
14' CHEROKEE boat, 18
h. p. Evinrude motor
and trailer. Good con-
dition. Call 436-5561 after
m.
=NW
FLUTE FOilt sale made
of coin silver. Call 753-
8046.
ALVAREZ 5 string banjo,
with scrugg tuners, and
case. Call 4354434.
REPOSSESSED organ
like new. Balance due.
Take up payment on













Riding mower. Call 1-
247-7513.
GAS DRYER, in good
condition, Black &
decker grass trimmer,
and 75 H. P. Mercury
motor.See at 1012 Payne
Street after 5:30p. m.
INTERNATIONAL CUB
Cadet riding mower
with wheel weights and
also cover for mower.
Like new. One year old:
Call 474-2346 after 4 p.m.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










console TV. One black
and white for $5.00 a
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WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top pricesVaid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.




central air and heat. On
100 x 198 lot. $9900. Call
436-5839.
1974 ATLANTIC 12 x 65.
Fully carpeted, 2 large
patios, 2 air con-











central heat and air,
storm windows, porches
and underpinning. Have
to see to appreciate. Call
days 436-5483, after 6 p.
m. 753-7450.






10 x 56 trailer, 3 bedroom,
porch and underpinned.
Air condition, washer
and electric heat. Call
436-2172.
1972 12 x 60 2 bedroom
furnished washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 753-
9512 or 753-7302.
10 x 52, 1965 model, 2
bedroom, $1200. Call 436-
5834.
1974 NORRIS 12 x 61.
Extra nice. New 26,000
BTU air conditioner.
Sears washer and dryer.
Underpinned. Located
at Fox Meadows, Lot R-
8. Call 753-5868.
12 x 65 TRAILER, 2
bedroom, air con-
ditioned. $4,200. Call 435-
4588, if no answer call
753-9808.
AIR CONDMONERS,
17,000 BTU, 15,000 BTU,








$50 deposit, $125 month.
Water, garbage pickup
and lawn mowed fur-
nished. Call 753-2377.
TWO HOUSE TRAILERS
on waterfront lot on




court, one or 2 people.
$70. Call 753-8216 after 5
p. m.
HOUSE OR FARM IN
Dexter area. Family of 5
with references. Will do
tepair and upkeep. Call
753-5184.
FURNISHED APART-






ments for 2-3-4 or 5
college girls or boys. ,
Coil 753-5665 or 753-
5108 offer 6 p. m.
Large apartment for 8
girls. Each has private
bedroom and living
room. For information
Call: 753-5865 or 753-
5108 after 6 p. m.
FURNISHED two
bedroom, 3/4 block from




living room, kitchen and
private bath. Has gas
heat. For students. Call
753-3143.
FURNISHED APART-





brick home for sale or
rent. Call 436-5479.
TWO BIADROOM house
with bath. Gas heat, $80
per month in Hardin.
Call 753-4661.
THREE BEDROOM, 2
bath, air condition. $120
a month. Adults_
preferred. Call/53-1962.
MILK GOAT with 3




gelding. Moving - must
sell. $160. Good saddle
' $40. Call 435-4589.
We Have
Colored Sand
Different Colors 254 per pound
Plaster Molds
• 1/4 Off Regular Price
Crafts Unlimited







pups, all healthy, ready
to go. Excellent watch
dog. $75.00 each. Call









dog grooming at my
farm. Call 436-2510




puppies. All male. Reds
and blacks. Nine weeks
old. Call 753-4510.
TWO YEAR OLD male
St. Bernard, also very
"TNO5E V1K1S4G SC1Et..1TI 5T5 .11-4INK
MAR.5 15 A 'TOUGH PLACE TO FIND A
SAE LANP1N6.
OWNER WANTS OFFER
on this quality home in
Gatesborough. Home is
well built and has many
fine features including, 3
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, kitchen





,area, wired for stereo
)throughout house,
central vacuum, 2 carsmall gentle pony. Call 
'
/IC- attached garage with436-5467
automatic door opener
FRESH SWEET corn and
tomatoes. Phone 753-




own. $3.00 bushel, 61.50
I-2 bushel. C & A Farms,
Poor Farm Road. Bring
your own containers.
Open 9 to 6. Closed
Sundays.
ROAD SIDE SALE, July
30 and 31. Dewards
Chapel Chiirch East
Highway 94, toward the
lake. Its benefits for new






space for lease, 1600 sq.
ft. of office space.
Located at 511 Main
Street. Call Kopperad
Realty, 753-1222. for all
your Real Estate Needs.





Across from Post Office.
and abundant storage
areas. This is an op-
portunity to get an















all built-ins in kitchen.
You have to go in this
house to appreciate it.




340' x 137' BEAUTIFUL
wooded tract of land
located in Kentucky
Lake area. County road
runs thru this parcel and
can be divided into 7
large building sites.
May be purchased for
only $3995 with $40 down
and $40 per month. Also
have larger tracts of
land that may be bought
•with a small down
payment and monthly
payments to suit the
buyer. For directions to
inspect phone Robert E.
Thornburg at 436-5320.
For Sale By Owner
Bedroom brick with built-ins, 2 full baths, wall-to-
wall carpeting with large covered patio and out-
building. Gas heat and electric air so i laved Stmei
Priced in low 30's

























33/4 bath brick home
loaded with quality,




ft. of living area. All the
standards of com-
fortable living plus
many extras. Call 753-
8080 or come by 105 N.
12th, Boyd Majors Real
Estate.
BEAUTIFUL TREED
lot. 150 ft. frontage x 200





lot. Two miles out 641
South. Price $NO. Call
753-7867.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
brick, central heat and





. house, built-in oven and
- range, electric heat,
large dry basement,
attached garage. 3.65
acres, 8 miles from
Murray. Call 436-5479.
HOUSE AND 53/4 acres
land. House is half rock
and half brick. With 40 x
60 concrete block body
shop. On Highway 641
North, 4 miles out of
Murray. Call 753-5618.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
OUR LOSS, YOUR GAIN.
605 Broad Street,
Murray. $3,000 or best
offer. We paid $4,000 for
this property in 1970 plus








FANTASTIC BUY! ! !
Subdivision at Junction
of Highway East 94 and
210. 3 Bedroom brick,
large den with fireplace,
living room, dining
room, kitchen, utility,
and 13/4 baths. Central





bedroom brick, den with
fireplace. 2 baths, built-
ins in kitchen. Central
gas heat and central
electric air. 805 Bagwell
Blvd. Call 753-0671.
BY OWNER - spacious 4
bedrodtn, 2 bath home
with sunken living room,
den and 2 car garage.
Near Murray High
School. $44,500. Call 753-
0783.
BY OWNER - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath, kit-
chen-den combination,
good location. Call 753-
8673.
WARM, Spacious 4
bedroom, 2 bath home




Like new. $975. Call 753-
8615.








1974 XL 354 Honda new




car. 65,000 actual miles.
Needs paint job. Good
mechanical condition.
See at Tabers Body






good tape player and
stereo speakers. Runs
real good, very clean.
Brand new tires.
Average retail 12900.
Will sacrifice for $2150.
Call 753-0123 days or 753-
7699 nights.
19'73 BUICK ELECTRA










paintjob. $850. Call 753-
8583.
1970 IMPALA, power and
air, needs motor work.
Best offer. Call 753-0509.
1973 DODGE "2 ton truck
with grain side and
hoist. Low mileage. Call
474-2337.




1949 FORD pickup truck.
Excellent motor. $225.
Call 753-4530,
1970 CAMARO 396 350 h.p.
engine. Four speed.
Bronze with black vinyl
top. $950. Call 753-5612.
1971 CHALLENGER
CONVERTIBLE RI for







and has four new tires.
Very nice! $650. Also a
1973 Red V.W. has AM-
FM radio, factory 8
track tape player and
wire hub caps. 46,M0
actual miles. $1295. For
both cars phone 753-9660





1973 V.W. BEETLE, in
good conditiosa Motor
has leas than 48,000
miles. 11250. Call 436-
2634.
'66 FORD Galaxie 500,
low mileage, new tires.







fair tires, complete with
furniture and 44 gallon--
water tank. $900. Call
753-3511.
DRIVEWAYS graveled,
will haul all types of
rock; white, decorative
and wash rock. All types
of sand and agriculture
lime. Mark Huey
Trucking, call after 4
p.m., 753-8381 or 753-
5795.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and










Call 753-4124, South 4th












home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing







Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DOZER AND backhoe
work. Trucking gravel
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354
8161 or 1-354-8138.
KIR13EY CARPET
CARE clean rugs of all
kinds. In business,
homes, and institution
rugs come clean by
steam cleaning. Free




and exterior by the hour






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimate
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








• -Call coiled 1-554-5093.
BLACKTOP PAVING
and seal coating. For
free eatimates, call 753-
7/38.
DOZER WORK - small















753-5473 after 4 p.m.


























vice. No job too small.




work needs call John




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.




kittens of all colors. One
group is about 7 weeks
old.-Other group is three
months old. Call 435-
' 4391.
SIX MONTHS 0113 half






and roofs" sealed. Call
753-1873 after 5 p.m.
Jack Glover.








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.
42007. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
• FREE PART Beagle
puppies. Approximately
7 weeks old. Were
abandoned and are
being cared for by
Humane Society, Call
753-3994 after 4:30p.m.
FREE TEN WEEK old
puppies. Various colors.
Friendly and love to
play. Desperately need
good homes. Also
available calico cat. All




kitten, 6 weeks old. Call
7534994.
For all complete full size cars delivered
to ...
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An Internal Revenue Agent visited
Garland in prison and asked him how
he wanted to pay his tax debt.
"Do you want to write us a check for
the amount you owe us, or do you want
to pay it in cash?" the agent asked.
• '1 don't believe I'll do it either way,"
Garland answered.
. The Government failed to collect a
single penny from Bruce Garland.
One day, Garland got wind that
something wasn't right around his
whiskey-making area in Golden Pond.
Three of his employees were serving
sentences in the prison at Terre Haute,
Indiana. He learned through the
grapevine that the Federal officers
from Paducah had been questioning his
men at Terre Haute.
"It was pretty tough to get into that...
penitentiary to find out what the score
was," Garland said.
'So, I went and seen these guys'
wives and give them a free trip to Terre
Haute to go in and see their husbands
and find out what was happening.
"Sure enough, when the women came
out of the prison, they said two revenue
agents named Jahn Bays and Steve
Marcie had been talking to their
husbands. The women said the agents
were building a conspiracy case
against me centered around my
whiskey-making," Garland added.
When word reached Bruce Garland
-that a warrant had been Issued for his
arrest, he told his wife that he wasn't
going to surrender.
I ain't about to go in. I'm staying in
(Continued from Page 1)
.this brush. I got too many stills and I'm
making too.. . much money to worry
about the Federal boys," Bruce said.
For several weeks, Garland eluded
the clutches of the law. Then, one of his
own employees set him up to be caught.
He was sentenced to five years in the
penitentiary.
When Garland was released from
prison, he immediately set-up atio
again in the Golden Pond area
After a subsequent arrest Bruce
posted bond and returned to his
whiskey-making chores. Four months
later, the Federal Grand Jury refused
to indict Garland based on the evidence
presented by the agents.
However, a few weeks later the heat
was once again on Bruce Garland. Then
one night the agents slipped into his
house and nabbed him while he was
asleep. Garland put on his clothes and
walked into the living room with the
agents. While the officers talked with
his wife, Garland darted through a door
and disappeared into the woods.
The next night, Garland prepared to
deliver one-hundred gallons of
moonshine to a man near Cadiz,
Kentucky. As he rounded a curve in the
highway near his destination, a car load
of agents gave chase.
Garland, driving a brand new
Mercury Turnpike Cruiser, handled the
Steering wheel like A. J. Foyt in the
Indianapolis 500. He managed to lose
the agents.
Garland skidded into the man's
driveway and ran to the house.
"Hey, man, we've got to get this
whiskey out in a hurry. The law is hot
on my trail."
"I don't want that whiskey if the law
is after you," the mi.n said.
"You done got this whiskey. Where do
you want it?" .
"Well, since you put it like that, let's
set it around in back of the house."
A few days later, Garland installed a
"smoke screen" devise coda car. The
gadget was a three-gallon tank, which
contained burned motor oil, and was
connected to the car's manifold by a
copper tube. A cut-off valve was located
under the dash. When the switch was
on, clouds of smoke poured from the
rear of the car.
One night, Garland breezed through a
small town carrying I10 gallons of
whiskey. A city policeman started
chasing him.
Bruce waited mill the cop was behind
him in a low valley, when he reached
antler the dash and turned on the smcike -
valve.
The next day, the officer told the
other authorities that the car he was-
chasing burned up.
"His car blowed up. If you go out
there on the road you'll find it. I ain't
never seen so much smoke in my life.
That car burned slam up. I couldn't see
a thing for the smoke," the policeman
said.
Morris said that the finished
manuscript will be at the printer's
sometime in September, and that
printing should take around six weeks.
Copies should be available locally
sometime later this fall.
Reagan Camp Says Schweiker
Has Strengthoned The Campaign
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Ronald Reagan's strategists say the
selection of Sen. Richard S. Schweiker
as vice-presidential running mate has
strengthened Reagan's presidential
campaign and broadened his political
base.
But backers of President Ford called
the Reagan announcement a desperate
play for delegates by a losing can-
didate.
Reagan named the Pennsylvania
lawmaker — one of the most liberal
members of the Senate -- in a surprise
move Monday.
Just three weeks before opening of
the Republican National Convention,
Ford is 36 aelegates away from the
nomination with 1,093, in The
Associated Press survey. Reagan trails
with 1,025 and 141 delegates were un-
committed, including 28 in Schweiker's
home state.
Nearly all Northeast delegates
contacted in the first hours after
Reagan's announcement Monday
adopted either a wait-and-see attitude
toward the move or said it would have
no effect on their vote for a presidential
nominee.
One Pennsylvanian switched from
Ford to uncommitted, and the
President lost Schweiker's vote. The
senator resigned as a convention
delegate. He had said previously he
would vote for Ford.
Another Pennsylvania delegate -Who
previousy favored Sen. Howard H.
Baker Jr. Tennessee, said she now is
uncommitted.
The AP count in Pennsylvania
following Reagan's announcement
gives Ford 69, Reagan 6, with eight
currently claiming uncommitted
status.
Among the Pennsylvania uncom-
mitted delegates surveyed, James A.
Stein, 21, said he thought Schweiker "is
playing the position of a political
whore" moving from his support of
Ford.
But Thomas J. Twine Sr., also un-
committed, said: "I think it will sway
some members of the delegation."
David Christopher, who had earlier
expressed a preference for Ford, said
"in light of what has happened I would
probably be in the uncommitted
category. My interest is in who would
be the best to beat Carter in the fall, and
this seems to improve Reagan's
chances."
There was some negative reaction
elsewhere to Reagan's selection of
Schweiker. Ray Hutchison, Republican
state chairman in Texas, said Reagan's
choice could cost him the election if
nominated.
Reagan backers were generally mum
about the announcement. Spokesmen
for the Reagan campaign emphisized
points where Schweiker agrees with the
former California governor's con-.....-
servative philosophy. -
The consensus was that Reagan
stands to gain in the Northeast, where
he is weakest. But he may suffer in the
South and West, where his support rests
in large part with legally uncommitted
delegates.
Man Sought In Chowchilla Kidnaping
Attempted To-Cross Canadian Border
SAN LEANDRO, Calif.
(AP) — A young man Who is
among those being sought in
the nationwide hunt for the
Chowchilla kidnapers was
turned away from the
Canadian border four days
after the abduction because he
was carrying firearms.
James Schoenfeld, 24, who
was not a subject of the in-
vestigation at the time, tried
to cross the border from
Washington state at Cascade,
B.C., according to Constable
Ken Yaeger of Grand Forks,
B.C.
Yaeger said Monday that
authorities found a rifle and
three handguns in Schoen-
feld's car.
Canadian authorities
checked to see if Schoenfeld
was wanted by American
authorities and if the guns and
auto were stolen, Yaeger said.
Then they escorted him back
to the U.S. customs office in
Laurier, Wash., where he was
released.




All Buster Brown Shorts & Tops 30% Off
1 Group Buster Brown Long Pants 1/2 OH
Infants & Toddlers Wear 1/2 Price d Less
A ( I Sportswear & Dresses 1/2 Price 8 Less
Bo„ Swim Trunks $200 & $300
Boys Pants $300 & $400
Boys Tank Tops 1/2 Price
Sleepwear for Girls 8 Boys 1/2 Price
One Table Odds & Ends $1.00
Sherry's Youth Shop
Court Square, Paris, Tenn.'
He said Schoenfeld was
carrying his own iden-
tification cards, plus those
belonging to Frederick
Newhall Woods IV, the other
person sought in the kid-
naping, and a Ralph Lester
Snyder, 22, a new name in the
case.
Yaeger said Scoenfeld also
carried California and
Montana license plates in the
beige 1962 Chrysler he was
driving. The automobile
matched the description of a
car Schoenfeld was known to
drive.
According to Alameda
County, Calif., Sheriff Tom
Houchins, Schoenfeld told
customs officers he was going
to the Olympics.
Schoenfeld and Woods are
named in local and federal
arrest warrants in connection
with the kidnaping. Both are




to police last Friday.
The school children and
their ,bus driver were ab-
ducted at gunpoint July 15 and
held captive in a moving van
buried in a Livermore rock
quarry, 100 miles northwest of
Chowchilla. The quarry is
owned by the Woods' father.
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in on a settlement of the
California cannery strike and
renewed efforts to get more
than 60,000 rubber workers
back on the job before their
shutdown damages other
segments of the economy.
As the cannery strike began
as second week today, the
mediators reported steady
progress after overcoming a
snag on money issues.
Meanwhile, officials of the
rubber induatry were hopeful
the resumption . of talks today
at the Federal Mediation
Service will lead to a set-
tlement of their 98-day
dispute, one of the longest in
the industry's history.




he added that a settlement will
depend on "what, attitude the
companies take.'
Charles 41. Pilliod of the
Goodyear Tire and Rubber Co.
said , earlier that the last
indestry offer called for a 32
per cent wage increase over
three years. Current wages
average $5.50 an hour. "I'm
sure there are. going to be
some shifts and moves within
the package and that should
be enough to get a set-
tlement," Pilliod said.
Talks broke off more than
two weeks ago after the union
rejected the offer. The new
talks were arranged by Labor
Secretary W.J. Usery Jr. and
Director James F. Scearce of
the Federal Mediation Ser-
vice.
Increased tire production by
independent firms, pre-strike
inventory buildups and some
foreign imports have helped
blunt the impact of the strike
on the U.S. automobile in-
dustry. Although some new
cars have been ,shippa,d,
without spa're tires, there's
concern that if the walkout
lasts much longer, it could
eventually shut down the auto
industry and damage the
American economy.
The last industry proposal
altered a $1.30 an hour in-
crease in wages over three
years and a cost-of-living
adjustment going into effect in
1977. The union wants a three-
year package of about $1.65 an
hour and a better inflation
adjustment taking effect in
the first year.
Wages also were the key
issue in the cannery strike.
The 30,000 cannery workers
represented by the Teamsters
union initially demanded a $3
an hour wage hike in a three-
year pact, while the com-
panies offered boosts of
between 93 cents and $1.43 an
hour.
Presence Of Nitrogen
Is Confirmed On Mars
PASADENA, Qi/if.-(AP) —
An automated "sniff" of- the-
Martian air has confirmed the
presence of nitrogen,
eliminating what had long
been considered a major
obstacle to the possibility of
life on the Red Planet: -
Scientists at the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory here
said Moaday that a device
aboard the Viking I }ander,
oalled a mass spectrometer,
'tested the atmosphere on
Mars and found that 3 per cent
of it is nitrogen.
The final Swim Team event
for 1976 season will be held at
four p.m. Thursday, July 29,
at the Murray-Calloway Park,
Members are urged to lin- k
tend the intra-squad fun meet
followed by trophy awards,
. watermelon feast, and short
business session.
Swimmers should be at the
park by 3:45 p.m. and parents
are urged to attend for the fun
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LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 357.2,
no change.
Below dam 301.5, down 1.0
Barkley Lake, 7'a.m. 357 1,
no change.
Below dam 306.9, down 0.2
Sunset 8:09. Sunrise 5:57.
Moon sets 8:19 p.m., rises
Tuesday 7:42 a.m.
The same measure had been
found by a simpler version of
the instrument as Viking
descended to its desert lan-
ding site last week.
Nitrogen had never before
been detected on Mars, and
scientists said its presence
increased the chance that life
will be MM.. 
The search for evidence of
life, Viking's main mission,
begins Wednesday with a
scoop of the surrounding soil.
Dr. Leslie E. Orgel of the
Salk Institute said that before
Viking's discoveries many
scientists had believed life
could not exist on Mars
because no nitrogen had been
discovered.
"What this does," Orgel
said, "is to show that there
really isn't a problem there at
all."
Project Scientist Dr. Gerald
Soffen said that the finding
does not mean life necessarily
exists on Mars. But he
declared, "The search goes
on.
The mass spectrometer is a
miniature laboratory which
will also be used to study the
gathered soil for signs of
Bro. Glynn Orr is the
evangelist for the revival
services being held each
evening at 7:30 through
Saturday, July 31, at the
West Fork Baptist Church,
located west of Stella on
Highway 121, Bro. On is
pastor of the Sedalia Bap-
tist Church. The host
pastor is Bro. Jerry lee.
Alvin Usrey will direct the
song service with Brenda
Wyatt as pianist.
organic compounds that might
indicate life. It weighs about
41 pounds and is about the size
of a breadbox.
-It worked like a charm,"
said Dr. Klaus Biemann, head
of the molecular analysis
learn.
The device also confirmed
Viking's earlier finding of
argon gas in the atmoSphere.
The argon finding helps
determine what the Martian
atmosphere - now more than
106 times thinner than earth's
— was like in the past.
"I have to say that at the
present we don't see any
evidence for an early massive
atmosphere," said Dr. Tobias
Owen. But he said it might
have been one-tenth as thick
as earth's long ago, with an
atmospheric pressure which
would have allowed w...!terrto
Alm:
Viking's cameras continued
to send back pictures Monday,
including three more color
photos. For the first time, they
showed a pinkish Martian sky.
It had looked blue in the first
color views.
Dr. James Pollock said the
hue was due to reddish dust
particles borne aloft by Mars'
fierce winds.
Most of the mechanical
problems that arose aboard
the robot lender have been
cured. But the marsquake-
measuring seismometer was
_still jammed, and one radio





A McCracken County man
was killed early today when
the crr he.was driving went
out of control on U.S. 60 and
overturned, state police said.
The victim was identified as
Harold Bowlin, 41, of
Paducah.
Police said that Bowlin, the
only passenger in the car, was
killed when he lost control of
the vehicle about a half mile
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The deceased was torn
March 24, 1689, and was the
daughter of the late Tom
Burton and F„iiilly Wilson
Burton.
Mrs. Simmons is survived;
by two daughters, Mrs. Eula
!Wks, Sidney, Ohio, and Mrs.
'Meta Swift, Akron, Qhic two
'Sons, Lawton and Leland
Burton, Buchanan, Tenn.; one
sister, Mrs. John (01a)
McIntosh, Hazel; three
brothers, John Burton, Hazel,




The funeral has been
scheduled for Thursday at two
p. rn. at the Mt. Pleasant
United Methodist Church with
Bro. Steve Todd officiating.
Pallbearers will be Tommy,
Danny, and Dudley Burton,
Harold and Dale Swift, and
Jack McDaniel. Burial will be
in the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel
where friends may call after
four p. m. today (Tuesday).
H. C. Futrell Dies
At Hospital With
Rites Wednesday
Henry Burnett Futrell of
Canton, age 80, died Monday
at 11:45 a. m. at the Trigg
"-County Hospital, Cadiz.
The deceased was a retired
farmer, a veteran of World
War I, and a member of the
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church,
Born November 8, 1895, in
Trigg County, he was the sons,
of Caswell Futrell and
Rebecca Futrell Futrell.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Gertrude Compton Futrell, to
.uhnna he was married
.uary 14, 1938, one sister,
C. P. Lane of Florida, -
anu three nieces and one
nephew.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at three p. m. at
the-chapel nf the Goodwin
-JAWS, Cad* with.
' onnie Sivills officiating.
Burial will be in the Dixon-
Futrell Cemetery in l'rigg
County.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.




Mrs. Lula Simmons of Tony Wilson of Murray, wasHazel, age 87, died this killect,SOnday at 9:10.p.m. in a
morning at seven a. m. at the -one 'truck accident one mileMurray-Calloway County- -aouth of Wickliffe. He was 37Hospital.
years of age and a resident of
Bardwell Route One.
State Police said he was
traveling north on U. S. High-
way 51 south of Wickliffe when
he rounded a curve and ap-
parently lost control of his
vehicle. He was pronounced
dead at the scene.
Jar. 'Wilsonia dispatcher for
Waterfront Services, Cairo,
was a lifelong resident of
Carlisle County, and was a
member of the Mississippi
Baptist Church.
Survivors are his parents,
Thomas J. and Mrs. Evelyn
Wilson, two daughters, Mary
and Monica Wilson, one son,
Terry Lyrut Wilson, grand-
father, Bardwell City Judge
Eddie George, all of Bardwell
area; five sisters, Mrs. Eva
Smith and Mrs. Gina
Anderson, Mayfield, Mrs.
Brenda Clinton, Normal, Ill.,
Mrs. Patsy Burgess 'and Mrs.
Mary Ellen Thomason,
Bardwell Area; four brothers,
Tom and Tim Wilson, Bard-
well, Ted Wilson, Paducah,
and Tony Wilson, Murray.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Milner Funeral
Home, Bardwell, with Rev.
Robert Herring officiating.
Burial will be in the Wilsou
Family Cemetery at Laketon.
Terry J. Wilson
Dies In Accident ,!
On Sunday Night




The funeral for Mrs. Kate
Owens was held this morning
at 10:30 at LeDon Chapel,
Ridgeway Morticians, Paris,
Tenn., with Rev. Leon Penick
and Rev. Richard Boyd of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Memorial Cemetery there.
Mrs. Owens, age 67, of 323
Thompson Street, Paris,
Tenn., died Sunday at 7:15
a.m. at the Henry County
General Hospital there.
Born June 8, 1909, in Henry
-County. she was the daughter
of the late Elijah and Lou
C,ottom Chilcutt. In 1931 she
was married to Maurice
Owens who died December 20,
1960. She was a member of the
Fairview Baptist Church,...
Survivors include two sons,
Earl Owens of Murray and
Bobby Joe Owens of Paris,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Ruby
Bucy of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
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